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tHE HEART OF A WARM HEARTED

lliE NEW WALLFLAME BOILER-WITH BUILT IN STABILISER
'teliable, Automatic, Elegant-designed to give the full benefit of
11I)(lIrious oil fired central heating ••• and constant hot water too.

Manufactured by

'the Unidare Wallflame Boiler is the first Irish made wallflame
bOiler •••

UNIDARE LIMITED

11 Fortbefuture BUYIRISH QUALITYGOODS

Unidare Works, Finglas, Dublin 11
Tel. 71801 (15 lines)
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In an industry as professional as ours, it is rare indeed to see the word 'sensational' used to describe
a product success. But there is no other word which so aptly describes the success of the THERMOPAK
A1. It is a fact-THERMOPAK A1 is sensationally successful. We knew it. You've said it. Your letters
and phone calls have told us. The tremendous demand proves it.
The success of the THERMOPAK A1 is fully justified. Think of it-just one pump makes all systems gol
Its power-to-size ratio is so high it covers all domestic installations from 15,000 Btu/h to 150,000
Btu/h; solves all your installation problems. A really impressive achievement by Europe's foremost
pump design team.
AT-A-GLANCE PERFORMANCE
By simple manual adjustment the head output
performance can be adjusted throughout the range
shown on the chart.
STILL MORE BENEFITS
The THERMOPAK A1 is silent throughout its
entire range of operation. Electrical connections
are considerably simplified. It operates in any
plane, saving space inside and outside the boiler.
Write today for full specification.
EQUALLY SENSATIONAL!
New national service scheme for TH ERM 0 PAK A1
-finest scheme ever offered by any manufacturer.
Write today for details.

Available from stock at your local
merchant or the Sole Agents:
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MONSELL MITCHELL & CO. LTD.

Heating and Insulation Division, 67/73 Townsend Street, Dnblin, 2.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
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418 PATTERN RATCHET DIESTOCK

Better threads, easier cutting, and quick and simple die and
guide changing are the attractive features of this Chatwin
projuct. The 418 Pattern Ratchet Diestock and die must
satisfy the need for a tool which makes pipe thread cutting
economical. Dies are available for the standard range of
B.S.P. threads and alternatively, to Whitworth, U.S. standard,
and Unified, within capacity of stock.
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STILLSON PATIERN PIPE WRENCHES

Heat treatment of the handle and jaw gives correct degree
of hardness and prevents bending an j breakages. Sturdy
light in weight and easy to handle, these wrenches ar~
guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship.

THOS. CHATWIN & CO.
Victoria Works, Great Tindal Street, Birmingham, 16
Telephone: Edgbaston 3521·3

I
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I
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COMPACT
lLLATION
~TER

SUPPLY

Self-priming with a suction lift of 25
feet, the electric driven M range of
Mono Pumps are compactly constructed, flange mounted to a motor
of very low power consumption.
Its silent operation permits installation in any convenient position and
the non-pulsating, steady flow will
not transmit noise through the pipeline. No oiling or greasing of the
pumping element is required and no
Attractive terms to Dealers
foot valve necessary.
MONO PUMPS LIMITED, 31b CENTRAL HOTEL CHAMBERS, 7/9 DAME COURT DUBLIN.
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Diverse manufacturing facilities permit quantity production or
batch production for smaller quantities.
This unique production capacity is integrated with an efficient
distribution structure; location of purpose-designed warehouses
ensures prompt deliveries to all parts of the United Kingdom.
Country-wide representation means that a qualified representative
is readily available in any district.
Call and see us on TA D O. 124. VENUE",
at the Building E hlbltlon.

WATER FITTINGS LIMITED
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7BX3R

SHOWBLL BOAD, WOLVBBHAKPTON.

Tel: 33221/7

Telex: 33138

LONDON OPnCI::- 181 OaKAT .VFFOLlt .Tal:l:T, LONDON •.1:.1. -To., HOP 0181
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Hew from Valor
HERE is tbe Valor Cisterns Limited
(IlkIey,
Yorksbire) all-plllstics
water-saving toilet cistern called tbe
Super Viking Dualflo.
Tbe method of operation is simple:
if the ftusbing lever is pressed and
allowed to rise immediatel)", only one
gallon is released. This is sufticient
to clear any ftuids in tbe pan. If
the lever is beld down, tbe cistern
delivers a full two-gallon flush. In
both cases, the Dualflo is nearly
sHent in action.

A NEW range of attractively styled
roll-topped
radiators
have
been
launched on the
market. They are
OPIO
o f contemporary
RAD
design and have
RANGE
several
improvements over most radiators currently
available. Surfaces are easy to clean
and concealed fixing brackets ensure
a neat installation.
The Opio Rad ran~e of radiators is
intended for use with closed-circuit
central heating systems. In order to
give the maximum assistance to installers these radiators are available
in heights of 12, 18, 24 and 30 inches.
A variety of lengths can be supplied
from 19 to 86t inches.
Specification: The new radiators
conform with B.S.3528. Materials: 18
gauge mild steel, and tested oressme is
100 Ibs. per sq. inch. The ~ater cOntent is (approx.) 0.9 lb. per sq. ft. of I
heating surface.
,

I
II

II

II

,
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Gecal tube

I

demonstrated

A demonstration of new Gecal steel
tubing beld at Irish Sbell House
recently attracted keen interest.

Gee", b)" Orient9J Tube Co. Ltd., is
being produced both metalli8ed and
fD8Ulated (IPRE, July).
ge'Dts are
·MonaeU Mitcbell & Co. Ltd.

Vol. 5. No. 8.
NOV., 1965.
THE I R ISH PLUMBING AND
HEATING ENGINEER is the only
publication produced in Ireland
caterii!g exclusivel~ for the heating,
plumbing and ventilation industries
with a guaranteed circulation cover.
ing the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland every month.

•
Mr. P. J. Doyle, M.M., Heattn&
Department Manacer, with Mr. Frank
Brown, ales MaQaa'er, Oriental Tube
Co. Ltd. Below-Mr. Brown discusses
the new tubln&,.

J
We resume this month
A. L. Townsend's Plumbing, stage two series, as
he deals with roofwork.
W. J. R. Couchman
has another lively contribution In our Talking
Shop feature.
Potterton At Sea-In
the Klsh U&,ht that Isis the title of a special
article In the industrial
section.
Special Review subjects this moDlth cover:
(I) Domestic hot water
supply equipment and
boilers; (it) Double glazing; (iii) Dust and waste
collecting plant.
Trade Topics review the
month's news in all
sections.

•
Editorial and

adverti8ln~

omces:
CalIaa"han Chambers, 13/15
Dame Street, Dublin 2.
Tel. 56t65-6.
London: J. T. Robson and
Son Ltd., 30 Fleet Street
London, E.C.4. Tel.: F:ee~
Street 4438.
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check
these
features-

1. Robust portable stand folds up for easy transport.
2. Vice for cutting off, fitting unions, etc.
3. Precision machined Formers in high grade
Mechanite.
4. Extruded alloy Guides housed in carrier to prevent
damage and loss.
s. Safety Pin prevents accidents by securing Bending
Lever in upright position when removing bends
from machine.
6. Locating Bosses retain Bending Lever in position
when changing Formers.
7. Adjustable degree of bend quadrant for repetition
bending.
8. Produces good quality sets, double sets, saddle
ben1s, etc., all to pre.determined measurements.
_
Only a Hilmor Machine has them all and they
add np to Britain's best and biggest sellinl portable
bender.

DANFOSS (London) Ltd. are now
marketing a highly sensitive and more
thermostatic radiator valve-desigA NEW
nated
the type
DANFOSS
RAV - which has
VALVE
been designed to
control the room temperature in 2-pipe
hot water central heating systems with
flow temperatures up to 120°C
(250°F.).
The construction and styling of this
new valve are interesting inasmuch as
they illustrate a complete departure
from the normal remotely located
liquid filled phial arrangement-the
actual thermostatic sensing unit being
enclosed within the neat plastic control casing. The valve can be supplied.
however, with a remote phial if required.
Although intended primarily for
domestic use, the RAV has obvious
appeal for commercial installations necessitating balanced temperature conditions since it can operate efficiently
against a static head of 250 ft., special
models being available to handle
static heads of up to 320 ft.
The RAV has a temperal1!.re range
of 8°-30°C (45°-85°F), and can be
supplied in either straightway or angleway patterns with an easy to read
scale calibrated in °Centigrade, °Fahrenheit, or numerals.
•
The month saw Mr. Edward
(Ted) W. PilOt resign his Irish Shell
and BP post to take up an appointment as Sales Manager of G. B.
BriUon's subsidiary, Billiard and
Palmer, KiUarney.
Educated at
DOWDside, he left In 1944 to join the
Indian Army, subsequently servInr
In the Korean War with the Royal
Ulster BiOes. Mr. Pigot has specialised in marketing and sales promotion.

CAPACITY: OL.2B (Illustrated) ." to I" BB.659 tUbe.
OL.3B 1" to 11" BB.659 tube.
Machines with standard tools suitable for bending llght
gauge steel tUbe with same o.d. as BS.659 copper.

~ ~[][1[MJ®[TI
TUBE BENDING MACHINERY

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
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HILMOR LlD.
(Sales &: Service)
Caston Way,
Steveaage, Herts.

Tel.: ~tevena.e 881.
Grams:
Tubenders, Stevena.e.

THE Second International Plumbing
and Domestic Heating Exhibition
will be held at
Alexandra Palace.
EXHIBITION
London. from 3rd
DATE
to 8th October next
FIXED
year. Exhibitions
and Presentations Ltd. (43-46 New
Street, Birmingham, 2), who are organising these exhibitions, reported
that many firm bookings (totalIing
over 8,400 sq. ft.) fo rnext year had
been made by exhibitors before the
first show closed.
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WHEN THEY
START TO
LISTEN
TO YOU
you

know, if you make enough
noise, somebody listens.
In the
September column I had a little
grouse abou.t the position with copper
tube and fittings in Ireland, and the
fact that more than one gauge of
copper tube seems to be used with
attendant complications with fittings,
benders and so forth.
Since then I have been contacted by
two manufacturers who are genuinely
concerned to be as helpful as they
possibly can. One of them pointed
out to me that my remarks apply to
the Twenty-six Counties, but that in
tile North, the British standard tube
an:.! fittings were used virtually exclusively. They manufactu.re to this
standar d and a certain amount of
their products are sold in the South.
The other manufacturer conveyed that
there were no real problems in the
Twenty-Six Counties since they turned
out a wide range of good quality compression tittings to suit Irish domestic
tandard tube, which is, of course,
freely available in the South. At the
same time I was told that benders to
suit this tube are readily available.

THERE

is a oossible area of contu.sion in the U.K., as well as here,
since it is quite on the cards that a
change fro:n the British standard to
a metric size might occur as and when
Britain changes to the metric standard. The light gauge steel tube recently demonstrated in Dublin is to
Briti h standard size, but it is interesting that the manufacturers of this
tube are also producing large quanIt
titie for export to metric sizes.
is to be hoped that they may add yet
one more size to this range and export Irish domestic standard tube to
this country.
It is surprising how anyone COhnected with the heating business suddenly gets run off his legs around the
beginning of October. A few weeks
ago I found that the people I normally work with never seem to be
available on the 'phone any more,
and for a while I wondered if it was

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

something my best friends would not
tell me. I knew I did not owe them
any money because they would not
lend me any anyway; finally, the
penny dropped. All of them are trying to pack more work into the day
than there is room for.
My best
record so far is 600 miles driving in
addition to two normal days' work.

LIFE must have been much more
peaceful in the days of horse transport. My father, who was a builder,
always used to say that for six weeks
before Christmas and six weeks after,
one might just as well be out of business, but the heating trade is completely different and Christmas seems
to be the deadline that everyone is
working for.
Sticking out my neck again-I have
a private notion that with the increase
in pressure of domestic heating work,
the time taken for installation is likely
to reduce, if only because long practice makes people more familiar with
a given job. Putting it another wayParkinson's famous law states that the
volume of works exoands to fill the
time available for - its completion.
Now, if this is true, then surely the
reverse applies, and as the time available for completion reduces, so, somehow by hook or by crook and with
out reducing standards, the installing
trade will find itself fitting four jobs
in where they only did three before.
Since this means more profit all round,
let us hope that we arrive at this stage
eventually.
Talking of getting four jobs in
where only three were done before, I
think one could make a ~ood case for
the low cost partial Or background
heating system. Most heating engin-

Continued overleaf

There's a special pleasure in using soft
water. The best softeners for all domestic
needs are British
Berkefeld Mains
Softeners filled with
'Amberlite', an extremely high capacity
resin, and (most important this) coated
inside with plastic for
protection against salt
corrosion, thus mak", ing them 'long-life'
models. Easy to instal
and maintain. In mild
steel with cream cellulose finish. Capacities
650-2,500 gals. between regenerations.
Price from £50.•
Whenever there's the
least doubt about the
water supply, a Berkefeld Sterasyl filter is
needed. It is the only
type fitted with the
unique Sterasyl candle, which not only
trapswater-bomedisease germs, but destroys them. Pattern HN
(illustrated) is in brass
chromium plated,
complete with taps
and fittings £7.1 0.0. •
I_mitll models of
both water softeners
andjilters also available.

MODERN WATER TREATMENT CAllS FOR

BERKEFELD
British Berkefeld Fllters Ltd.

Dept. 244, Cannon Lane, Tonbridge,
Kent, England' Tel: 2255
In Dublin: G. Reld, 16 Fade Street.
TeI: 76009.
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not one of them would have spent
eers shy away from this type of work
the money. The same sort of thinksince they feel that it is not the coming can, of course, be applied to new
plete job, but looking at it another
houses-all of us tend to be dissatisway-if a man knows that it will cost,
field with anything less than the best,
say, £500 to heat his hou.se fully and from previous page
but it is no good saying "£500 or
only has £150 to spend, it is not, to
my mind, unreasonable to offer to sell bers by enthusiasts in particular areas. nothing" to a man and leaving him
him £150 worth of heating on the
I well remember a friend of mine when you know very well that his
strict understanding that he is not get- in Kinvara, Co. Galway, driving answer will be "nothing then."
ting a fulI heating system, but that through a small village of about two
he is buying an installation that will pubs and eight hOlhSes and telling me
give him value for money in terms of that he had a half dozen of these
£etters to
comfort.
Oil-fired flued convectors heaters installed. Let's face it, there
for example-free standing flued were a half dozen houses which were
t~e 8ditor
heaters-then solid fuel equivalents a great deal warmer than they would
are perhaps more familiar; these have have been otherwise, and had they
been installed in alnsiderable num- been expected to instalI a full system,

Talking shop

We beg
to differ ...

Sound Boiler
,Buderus! ...
AND WE HAVE HUNDREDS HERE I DUBLI
•.• YOU WON'T BE STUCK WITH A STICKY
DELIVERY IF YOU USE OUR S T 0 C K S TO
STACK AWAY THOSE QUICK EEDED·NEXT·
WEEK JOBS ••• PICK A BUDERUS •••
(Even the biggest is quickest by Telex . . . a direct
link to Buderus in Germany)

••• AND THE SAME GOES FOR STEEL
COLUMN RADIATORS •.• THOUSA DS ••• ALL SIZES
READY FOR TAKING ••• ASK JIMMY •.• HE'S THE
BUSINESS.
Telephone: 693940/693943. Telegrams: Quadrant, Duban. Telex: Dublin 5283.

QUADRANT
ENGINEERS ~
167 STRAND RD., MERRIO
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
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GATES, A DYMOU T, DUBLI ,4.

Dear Sir-There is a suggestion. in
an article headed "Domestic Heating"
written by Mr. Bob Couchman in your
September issue. that life has been
made dilficult in this conutry with reI gard to copper pipe and fittings.
I would like to re-assure your readers
that copper pipe and compression
fittings have been in use for many
years in plumhing installations and in
latter vears in small bore forced
circulation heating systems also and
have proved entirely satisfactory. As
manufacturers of compression type
, couplings for the Irish market we
claim that they are preferable to the
capillary type because they are easier
to fit. far more adaptable. there is no
question of damage by blow lamp to
woodwork or decorations in the preparation of joints and they are available in a complete range for ex stock
delivery to the merchant trade throughout the Repuhlic.
We are given to understand that
there should be no difficulty what soever in hending Irish copper tuhing as
suitable bending machines and tools
are readily available in Dublin.
Finally, may I say how much we
welcome the efforts being made by a
major oil company to popularise small
bore central heating and I take this
opportunity of congratulating Mr.
Couchman on the quality and readability of his article in your Journal.
Having put our views to him separately
and in a most cordial manner. I feel
that we should also put our views to
you in an open letter for the benefit of
readers at large.
Yours faithfully,
J. F. DARCY.
General Manager and Secretary
Sanbra Fyffe Limited,
Conex Works, Santry Ave.,
Dublin.
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We continue here
the serialisation of
the author's four-stage work under the general title of
plumbing

THIS MONTH:

ROOFWORK

A. L. TOWNSEND,M.I.P.,MRS.H.,MRPA

ROOFWORK

is an important odorous felt underlays for the followbranch of plumber's work.
It ing reasons:is therefore worth revising the back- 1. They act as a thermal insulator and
ground-the general principles and
so help to keep the underside of
the behaviour of roofing - before
the roof cool in summer and warm
going on to consider other aspects of
in winter.
it.
2. They prevent moisture from conThe structure and design of roofs
densing on the underside of the
were dealt with in detail under the
metal roof coverings and so prevent trouble from corrosion.
heading: "The Weathering of Bu.ildings," in the I.P.H.E. serialisation of 3. They isolate the metal roof sheetpart one of this work, when the varings from timber or concrete deck
surfaces which could possibly corious types-flat, double pitched, and
mono-pitched - were described torode them.
gether with methods of laying and 4. They act in some measure as sound
securing the different materials which
insulators and so deaden the
could be used to cover these.
"drumming" effect of heavy rainSub-structure preparations were also
fall.
described, and these were given u
5. They smooth out any minor imperleadol"ldsoft
fections in the prepared roof deck
some of the more important points to
a1um,n,um opronsmo)'
be
su.rface. This helps to avoid damlook out for:Copper stl"lp
Cut to shOpe anew
lurnetd down ,Mo corruGatiOn os
l. Timber deckings must be of well
age to the metal coverings and
Abulment FkJshlng,
eases the thermal movements (exseasoned timber at least I in. thick.
FM> ,
2. Concrete screed surfaces must be
pansion and contraction) which are
bound to occur with variations of
trowelled smooth and to the proper
up through it from the ground, and
fall.
temperature.
down throu.gh chimney stacks and
3. Boards in timbet deckings must be
In part one you were also told how parapet walls.
The various methods
laid in the direction of the flow. to size bays in order to minimize the of preventing this by the insertion of
In good quality work, however, effects of thermal movement and to damp proof courses were described
they may be laid diagonally to the give adequate fixings to secure the and illustrated in detail:
flow.
This arrangement, which roofing materials.
uses a little more timber, means
Lead bays should have an area of
Slates and soakers; cover flashing5;
that not only will the roof surface not more than 20 sq. ft.
stePl?ed flashings; ridge pieces; cap
drain completely, but the whole
flashmgs; and chimney flashings
roof structuore will be more stable.
OR copper and aluminium bays the
were also fully dealt with and
4. The boards must be laid heart side recommended maximum area is lesstheir applications shown.
uppermost so that if they should only 14 SQ. ft. This is because the e
curl, the sharp edges will turn down metals are lighter than lead and thereAbutment ftashings-finisb at roofIine
In this way they fore need more fixings to hold them -Abutment flashings must be used
instead of up.
will be stopped from damaging the down against the lifting effects of where a roof abuts a vertical wall in
metal roof covering.
strong winds. A 14 SQ. ft. area gives order to conduct the water from the
5. Falls for "flat" roofs must be at a greater number of bay joints in wall face on to the roof surface. From
which fixing cleats are incor!lorated ~t here it can flow to the gutter and
least 2 in. in 10 ft.
6. All nail heads must be ounched every 18 in.
Besides its greater eventually drain away down the rainweight, which helps to hold it down, water pipes.
below the surface of the -board.
There are two main
7. Box gutters must be adequately wide. lead has more wind resistance because classes of abutment flashings--cover
This not only ensures that rain- of the way in which its roll jOints flashing, and stepped flashing.
water is quickly drained away, but are formed.
In part one it was explained that
also gives the plumber room to
Simple, straight lengths of cover
work when he is laying them or there is an effect called capillarity ftashillg are used to weather upstand
maintaining them later.
which has a damaging effect on brickYou were recommended to use in- work by encouraging water to travel
Continued overleaf
dntstoel '1'110 COt'r"UQOI,ons
'S
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abutments to vertical walls which surround a flat roof (see Diagram A,
Fig. 7). Similar cover flashings are
employed where the top ed,!!e of a
sloping roof abuts a vertical wall (see
Diagram B, Fig. 7). In both cases
the material has simply to be cut to
Hl~ required length
and width, a
" turn-in" flange formed, and then
carefully fixed so that the flashing will
not be moved by wind forces. "Tags"
made from rolled off-cuts of the same
material are handy for wedges which
are caulked into the spaces between
the brick joints and the flashing "turnin" so as to fix it securely. The joint
is then finally weatherproofed by being
pointed in cement and sand.
Sheet

are used with this method, and as you
will see in Diaeram D, if a strong
wind were to lift the" lay-on" part of
the flashing, then rain might blow
along the roof surface and leak into
the roof at the abutment.
Also, if
the architect has specified goodlooking tiles, he will not wish to have
the appearance of the roof spoiled by
the .. lay-on." For these reasons the
hanging step and soaker method is
generally preferred for flat slates and
tiles which overlap each other down
the slope of the roof, and are bonded
in courses across the roof.
The step and cover method is useful, however, where the roof is covered
with shaped tiles or corrugated sheet-

The .. Stonesfield" roof, for example, employs stone slabs of irregular
shape.
These are dressed into rectangular p:eces and sorted into groups
according to their lengths, which can
vary from as ml!.::h as 2 ft., to less
than I ft.
They are then laid to
courses with slates all the same length,
the longest ones at the eaves, and
getting ;horter as the roof rises to the
ridge.
These irregularly arranged courses
could be weathered by soakers, cut to
suit each individual course, and finally
weathered by hanging step flashing,
but they are often weathered by the
secret gutter method, which dispenses
with the need for soakers.

from previous page

A. L. TOWNSEND ON ROD/WORK
metal fixing clips folded over the u.pstands to the roof covering will serve
to secure the lower, free edge of the
cover flashing. These clips are made
about 2 in. wide from off-cuts to the
roofing material and are sometimes
known as tingles, but more commonly
tacks, when used in sheet leadwork,
and as cleats when used with copper
or aluminium work.

ing. Such materials are not bonded
as are plain tiles and slates, so that
soakers cannot be used with them.
This is because they are fixed with
interlocking integral .. up-stands" at
the side edges of the tiles or sheets,
which prevent the use of soakers anyway.
Diagram F illustrates a step and
cover flashing applied to a cormgated
roof surface. Notice the treatment at
fEPPED ftashings are used to the lower edge of the chimney apron:
weather a sloping roof edge abutting and that the side flashings are just as
against a vertical wall. The finish at would be used if it were a long slopthe roofline will vary according to ing roof edge instead of a chimney
weathering: and that th~ general
the type of roof covering to be
weathered-whether it consists of flat, treatment throughout would be just
bonded slates or tiles, or curved tiles the same for lead, copper, aluminium,
such as the interlocking Roman tiles, or Nuralite flashing materials.
3. The secret gutter with step ftashor even corrugated asbestos sheeting.
The architecfs decision will be affected ing is shown in Diagram E, from
by the importance of appearance and which you can clearly see how the
cost for the job, as well as by the gutter is formed by means of a suitefficiency of the various kinds of flash- able batten which also serves to tilt
For this last point your the slates to deflect water away from
ing finish.
opinion as a plumber may be asked the actual abutment. Rainwater from
for.
The different methods are as the vertical wall face rt'o'lS into this
follows:gutter and discharges from here on to
I. The hanginl step ftashing with the roof tiles or slates lower down
soakers is commonly lI&Sed with or- beyond the abutment.
dinary tiles or slates (see Diagram C,
Though the method may be used
Fig. 7). There is no .. lay-on" of with plain tiles or slates this is not
flashing material on the tiles or slates often done because the hanging step
in this method. This not only avoids flashing and soaker method is just as
spoiling the appearance of an expen- effective, looks much the same, and
sive tiled roof, but it also ensures that i cheaper.
However, the secret
the weathering is less likely to be dis- method is a useful alternative to the
placed by hi~h winds (com"are with step and cover method for corrugated
Diagram D).
roof sheetings or curved tiles. It is
2. The ep and cover ftashina is also very useful in some s~cial kinds
sometimes used for flat, bonded slated or roofing which employ slabs of iror tiled roofs. However, no soakers regular size.

S
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HEN used for abutment weatherings to asbestos cement Or mild steel
corrugated sheet roof coverings, the
secret gutter method allows for the
considerable amount of thermal movement which is bound to occur.
If
step and cover flashing is u.sed, such
expansion and contraction of the large
sheets will tend to drag the .. lay-on,"
and the flashing is either loosened
from the brick joint, or cracks as a
result of fatigue from the continual
movement.

4. There is yet another methodthe single soaker and combined flashing. This consists of specially cut
soakers, of such girth that they will
lay about 4 in. beneath the slates, and
stand up against the wall high enough
to reach and .. turn-in" a suitably
placed brick joint-for a 45 pitch
roof covered with 20 in. X 10 in.
slates laid with a 3 in. lap, each, single
soaker would need to be cut from
rectangular pieces of lead 14 in. X
12t in. The 14 in. dimension indicates the greatest girth, or all round
width measurement, and the 12t in.
the length of the soaker which, as you
will remember, is found by the simple
formv.!a: Length of soaker =
0

Length = [leneth of slate (in.)lap (in.)] + I in. for fixing.
This method is more commonly found
in coastal areas where winds frequently reach gale force. As you can
see from Diaeram F, this really is a
secure system of fixing for such exposed, wind-blown situations.
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Equipment developments reported
ROPER Brothers Ltd. (5 South
Anne St., Dublin) are agents in this
country for the Crownelte automatic
continuous water heater-a product
of P. and R. Electrical (London)
Ltd.
The Crownette will supply a
continuous flow of water at any exacting temperature from cold to very
hot (75 degree C.-167 degree F.),
independent of water pressures. The
unit can in fact be fitted to cold rising mains. The cold to very hot
water is, of course, consumable.
The flow rate of the Crownette at
140 degree F. is approximately 15
gallons per hour. Some specifications
of the unit are: height, 6"; width,
4f'; depth, 4!". Overall from top
of unit to base of faucets is 14".
The faucets are precision made, from
brass with high grade white chrome
The unit body is of solid
finish.
copper, containing a special copper
long-life insulated element.
It is
fitted with a double-action microthermostatic switch and indicator
light.
>:<

*

IN

this

equipment

review

heaters. The agents in Ireland are A.
P. Haslam, 39 Lower Gardiner St
.,
Dublin.

we take a look at new

:::~

developments in the fields
co v ere d by this month's
special review. (All claims are
those of the manufacturers).
copper tinned inner container and a
resin bonded glass fibre lagging.

***

FROM the comprehensive range of
Sadia Water Heaters Ltd. we note
with particular interest the Sadia Cistern Type Electric Water Heaters.
They comprise a cylindrical hot water
container, lagged with regranulated
cork and surmounted by a cold water
feed tank. The complete assembly is
enclosed in an enamelled steel outer
case. Wall mounting, floor mounting, and .. floor or wall" mounting
models are available.
The Sadia Square 20 electric water
heater is designed for free standing
installation in smalI houses and flats.
It can be connected to a number of
hot water taps and will also work in
conjunction with a fuel fired hot water
system. The double arrangement of
two 3 kilowatt elements gives flexibility of operation and economy in
running costs, besides a very quick
heating up rate. The unit has a cylindrical water container constructed of 19
gauge copper sheet, with copper
welded seams and tested at 50 Ib./sq.
inch pressure.
The range from Sadia also includes:
free outlet electric water heater; two
plus free outlet electric water heater:
Supersix free outlet electric water
heater; types G. and H. free outlet
electric water heaters; wall mounting
electric water heaters suitable for free
outlet or low pressure installation;

THE General Electric Company of
Ireland Ltd. (Dunleer Hou.se, Store
Street, Dublin) have introduced to the
market their new slim design MirrorTwo Gallon Water Heater. It gives
piping hot water for instant use and
i thermostatically controlled.
It is
extremely easy to fit and install. Its
modern appearance has been enhanced
by the incorporation of a large 16" x
9" mirror specially treated to resist
heat and condensation.
Placed over the bathroom sink, it
does away with the conventional mirror and ensures a constant supply of
hot water.
Its swan shaped tap is
easily turned in any direction. Th
voltage range is 200/220 v. and the
loading is 2.3 Kw. There is a removable sheathed wire type element.
The Mirror heater is thermostatically controlled. The dimensions are
UDB electric water heaters; and
IT' high, IO!" wide, 8 5/16", and
..
Under
the Counter" electric water
the tap swing is 5t". There is a

***

):~

~~

THE Santon D.P. 20 Pressure Type
Dual Purpose electric water heaters
are fully automatic multipoint, floor
":l0unted, water heaters which can be
sItuated b~neath the kitchen draining
board or In the conventional airing
cupboard. Two thermostatically contro~led ~ Kw.. elements operated by a
wals~ hIgh SWItch can select either the
he~tIng ~f 5 gallons of hot water
whIch WIll be available at all times
for kitchen use, Or the full 20 gallons
whe~ required for wash days and
bathIng.
~~nton Model PT/EFM with capaCItIes of 20, 30, and 50 gallons are
au.tomatic electrical thermal st~rage,
pressure type, floor mounted water
The Tallstar mOdels from
heaters.
Santons, with capacities of 30 and 50
gallon~, employ the system of heating
water In two stages and are arranged
to be fed from a separate balI valve

Continued page eleven.

•

The new G.E.C. mirror two-~aUon
water heater.
(See Review).
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gives hot to boiling water
wherever you want it,
whenever you want it,
at the turn of a tap,
instantly, endlessly...

*

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
is available about the
full range of Sink and
Bath water heaters
-a Iso Industrial
Water Heating.

Call,
pho: wrife

DUBLIN GAS SHOWROOM
TEL. '71811

[en
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together with a vent-expansion
pipe. The model is constructed so
that it heats the water from the top
downwards by means of a special
change-over Otter thermostat.
The incoming supply is automatically switched to the top half of the
container until the too level of water
reaches 150 degrees F~ The supply is
then transferred to the bottom heater
~o heat the total quantity of approxImately 180 degrees E, or as required.
This type of heater is particularly
suitable for "off peak" application
and ensures an immediate draw-off of
really hot water soon after current is
available.

***

GAS water heaters are extensively
used in old or new property, for
private or local authority building, for
conversion or industrialised ho'Wing.
Instantaneous sink water heaters provide hot water at whatever temperature is needed at any time of the day
or night-even boiling water can be
had instantly from the tap.
These
heaters en ure that the water is heated
only as and when it is wanted and
a very high degree of automatic control can be achieved.
Bath water heaters give sufficient
hot water for baths instantly, and

November, 1965.

SPECIAL REVIEW
from page nine
multipoint heaters provide instant endless hot water to each hot water outlet in the home.
Water storage
heaters provide hot water fOr instant
use at low cost. Fifteen gallons of
really hot water can be stored ready
for instant use whenever it is needed
at bath, wash basin or sink, enough
to supply constant hot water to all
taps for the average house or flat.
Hot water circulators can either replace a solid fuel boiler or may be
used in conjunction with the solid fud
boiler or back boiler.
A gas hot
water circulator fitted to a well lagged
cylinder provides a family with economic hot water.

* **

THE Waverly One Twenty boiler
is designed to provide economical hot
water for small bore or gravity central
heating systems in the range of 80,000
to 120,000 B.t.u./h., including ample
supplies of domestic hot water via an
indirect cylinder or calorifier.
The heavy duty steel heat exchanger
is of a unique and remarkably compact design combining the advantages
of the fire tube principle for rapid re-

•

From the Santon range,
(See Review).

cuperati~n. and waterway lining for
low radiation losses and maximum
eco?omy.
Operating pressure is 15
p.S.I. and heating surface area is 18.7
sq. ft. It is welded to BSS 1856,
pressure tested to 60 p.s.i. and heat
resisting stainless steel is used for surface subject to maximum temperatures.
Continued overleaf

water heaters

--"-.";~.'.r

CISTERN TYPF STORAGE WATER HEATER-UNDERSINK W ATE R
Available fro m 5 gal.
HEATER. Easily Installed "MIRROR TYPE" 2 GAL- capacity upwards. Ball
under sink, with special LO: re~~~o~~:;;:: valve tank, hot water
fttment provided. Ther- ~eostatlcallY
controlled tank heating elements
mostatlcally
controlled I Water Heater Inco~orat- and thermostat are emCapacity 2 pllons. Load~ ~~Jt~~e J$' i~'. W~e bodied In one unit. Price
Ina 1 KW. Price £13-10-0.• £12-!2-o.
from £27-10-0.

I

NON - PRESSURE

TYPE

W ATE R S TOR AGE
HEATER - Single outlet
only.
Takes Its cold
water sup ply direct
from mains. Available In
capacity from 2 to 20 PRESSURE TYPE WATER
multlpolnt HEATER-For
Installations
gals. Prices from £12-0-0. STORAGE
-takes Its cold water
supply from an overhead
tank. The 2Q-gallon size
oroVldes ample SUPP1~ for

· Company Of IreIan,.
d Ltd
e
enera
edrlc
Th G I El

~~~~vil~~ear~~~l~~fe

.~rt.ut~~~~:C.~I'?el~r~n.

al Dep rtmen ,Trade Counter and howrooms: DUNLEER BOU E, STORE STREET, DUBLIN,!. £20-10-0.
Branch howrooms: 54 D ME TREET, DUBLIN, 1.
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SPECIAL REVIEW
from previous page
The manufacturers are the Waverley
Engineering Co. Ltd. (Hyde Street,
Winchester, Hampshire).

***

FROM Main Morley Ltd. (Gothic
Works, Wyre St., Padiham, Lancs.)
comes news of their latest introductions to the market-the Main Dart
instantaneous sink water heater with
variable temperature control, and the
Main Severn heater for complete
household hot water service with high
speed gas.
The Main Dart has built-in gas and
water governors. A flame failure device is incorporated with the pilot.
The stainless steel burner is designed
for use with all gas groups; a water
service tap is fitted and the two-stage
gas tap can be used to isolate the appliance for servicing.
Particular care has been taken to
ensure that the Main Dart is very easy
to service when necessary-the heat
exchanger/combustion chamber can
be removed by the release of a single
screw. The variable temperature con·
trol will enable the user to obtain an
output ranging from 1.1 to 0.5 g.p.m.
with the temperature of the water
raised by 45 degrees F. to lOO degrees
F. approximately, given an inlet working pressure of 9 Ibs. per sq. in.
The Main Severn is in one standard form and will provide abundant
hot water instantaneously to sink,
bath and hand-basin.

DOMESTIC
HEATING
CONSULTANT
We require a young man with a
technical background and with particular experience in the design,
installation and s e r v i c i n g of
Domestic Heating Equipment. The
person chosen will be in sOle
charge of a technical advisory service available to prospective customers, heating engineers, architects, etc. Travelling will be involved, for which a car will be
provided.
Salary will be negotiated in
accordance with qualifications, experience, etc.

LOEWE HEATING PUMPS
(A) I.OEWE SILESTA G1.A. ·DI.ES.

HEATI.·H ACCELERATOR

SUitable for water temperatures up to 230' F. (110' C.)maximum static head 85 lbs./sq. In. Capacities up to 110
g.p.m and frictional heads up to 26 ft.
(H) \'ARIABU: SII.ESTA ACCELERATOR

Select any of four different capacity head ranges by the
simple adjustment of a knob. Capacities up to 22 g.p.m
and total heads up to 10 ft.
(C')

TWIS SII.ENTA ACCEI.ERATOR

A permanent stand-by unit Is always available which automatically switches on If the working unit falls. The standby unit can also be switched Into operation In parallel with
the working unit to boost the supply If so reqUired.
(I))

T\V1.· I.OEWE CIRCl:LATORS

With all the advantages of 'C' above but for far greater
capacities (up to 1,000 g.p.m.) and heads (up to 80 ft.).
Temperatures up to 300' F.

BOX NO. loP. " H.E. 41/11.
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SPEAKING at a receotion
last month in the R~yal Hibernian
Hotel, Dublin, to
mark the inauguraD.C.L. NEW
tion of new premDUBLIN
ises for Distillers
PREMISES
Chemicals
and
Plastics Group and an expanded local
service to customers, Mr. R. M. F.
Fenning, Mana~ing Director, DCL
Industrial Solvents Division, said that
almost unequalled range of highcontinued growth and buoyancy in the
• The New Conduit Clip.
quality materials, backed by local,
Irish economy had led DCL to estabon-the-spot, service. Storage facilities
lish these new facilities. In particfactured by Camfast Clips Limited
were being extended so that orders
(Station Close, Potters Bar, Herts.).
ular, the Irish chemicals industry was
would be met from stock.
growing fast and a plastics industry
Distillers Chemicals and Plastics
IN ADDITION to their products
was developing steadily.
Group office is at 3 East Wall Road,
already available, C. M. Hess Limited
To keep up with this growth and
Dublin 3. Staff: G. Y. Blomeley
have now intromaintain its own tradition of service,
(Manager), R. J. Clinton and Miss
duced their N.4OO
Distillers Chemicals and
Plastics
A
NEW
series of oil-fired
Group had decided that local represen- Carmel O'Donohoe.
HESS
warm air heaters.
tation in Dublin by the Group's own
BOILER
The Hess N.4OO
staff was essential, and so chemical A NEW labour-saving conduit clip,
prodL'cts were now being handled moulded from Delrin acetal resin, is unit provides not only central heating
now on the market. for an average 3-bedroomed house
direct, as plastics had been since 1962.
Designed to hold but also the domestic hot-water reMr. Fenning went on to say that NEW
cop per central quirements throughout the year. The
with several large new plants shortly CONDUIT
heating pipes half unique design of this unit offers both
to be commissioned in the United CLIP
an inch to one and services cheaply and efficiently.
Kingdom, Distillers Chemicals and
The N.4OO Hess heater incorporates
Plastics Group could now offer an a quarter inch diameter, it requires
only one screw for attachment to the two independent vapourising burners
• IN our review of the recent Inter- wall or floor, has no loose top pieces built into a large steel heat exchangerthe burners being silent and completely
national Plumbing and Central Heat- and is corrosion-proof.
Design of the Camfast clip has been free from smell during operation. One
ing Exhibition on page 12 of our
October issue, it was inadvertently made possible by the characteristics burner is designed to heat the domstated that J. R. Taylor Limited, Dub- of Delrin. This thermoplastic mater- estic water supply under thermostatic
lin, had recently been appointed agents ial has high strength and rigidity; its control, by means of a coil suitable
in the Republic of Ireland for the resilience is much like spring steel; for connection to a 30-gallon indirect
Danish Clorius and O.K. Organisa- it has low moisture absorption and hot water cylinder. The second burner
tions. We now understand that we wert: retains its properties over a wide range is designed solely for space heatingmisinformed, and readers are asked of temperatures and humidity. It is when the grilles in the heating chamto note that the agents in the Repu;'lic not affected by most solvents, acids ber are opened and warm air is circulated throughout the house. This
for Clorius valves, etc., are Modern and alkalis.
Camfast clips, for which application burner may, if desired, be controlled
Plant Limited, John F. Kennedy
for patents has been made, are manu- from an electric room thermostat.
Drive, Naas Road, Dublin 12.

***

* * ,;:

An igloo or mud hut? Not likely. But in case the
impossible happens, you can rely on Aerobord to
turn client's folly into a haven of comfort. Aerobard, the ve....tiIe featherlight insulating material
that makes civilised places habitable. And clients
happy.
FACTS ABOUT AEBOBORD: AB thermal iIlaulat10n
I" thickness of Aerobord la equivalent to: 1.2" llaas
wool, 1.25" cork slab, 1.5" mineral wool. 1.8" sottboard,
2.25" vermicuUte, 2.5" wood wool cement slab, 3" straw.
board, 3.5" asbestos insUlating board, 6" vermiculite
plaster, 40" brickwork, SO" concrete.

Manufactured in Ireland by
SOUTHERN CHEMICALS LIMITED. A8KEATON

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965
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AN INTERESTING new range of
automatic louvred shutters is announced by the
London Fan and
AUTO
Motor Company
LOUVRED
Limited, makers of
SHUTTERS
the popular range
of Breeza fans. Frames and louvres
are made in an attractive light grey
TIre louvres are
plastics material.
formed and counter balanced to reduce air resistance to an absolu.te
minimum.
The company has, for many years,
supplied shutters and louvres in aluminium and the new range replaces
the old series, having several advantages over the metal construction. Although prices are comparable with
with ordinary metal shutters ~t present on the market the plastics units
are of more handsome apgearance and
silent when in operation.
Four sizes are at 9resent available.
from 9t" square to 17t" square, at
prices from £3 8s. Od. Larger sizes
are in process of development.
Republic of Ireland agents, Pan-Aer
Sales Ltd., Dublin.

* * *
Following the introduction last
montb of their new range of Euroven
PoIypropv1ene Diflusen, Van den
Bo8eb Lbnited announce tbat these
nolCB can now be supplied on Quantity
olden In any colour to customen'
requlremenCB at no extra cost.
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'" At the EngUsh Electric Meter and Relay Exhibition at the Intercontinental
Hotel, DubUn-Left: Mr. L. A. Fry Manager for Irelantt of English Electric,
is shown the fold out Power Supply Unit by R. Murray, Manager, Process
Instrumentation Sales. Right: Mr. D. W. Blakemore, Chief, Relay Tenderiilg,
with Mr. J. Quinn, English Electric, Johannesburg.

pllfiers arnd a selection of receiving
devices.
The equipment bas been designed to
pl'Qt'ide ease of maintenance, accurate transmiSllion up to 20 miles, and
to permit the use of simple spacesaving receivina devices-advantages not always present in existing
non-electric equipment. In additfon
Limited fs to manufacture an enModulectric compoaents can be
tirely new ranve of electronic proused
with any make of indicating,
cess instrumentation equipment for
recordina. telemeterinK or datatbe mea!lllll'ement and conversion inlogging equipment. Scheme from
to electric naIoIue signals of ouansimple momtoring to complex contides sucb as pretlSUl'es, temperatures,
trol systems can be built up on the
levels and flows. A new venture
modular principle, including digital
for the Company, the equipment is
computen if required.
intendedl fOl' monitorina and co.
trot systems employiDll fluid and The Enalisb Electric Modulectric
ranae bas been developed b)" the
heat variables in a wide variety of
Meter, Relay and InsCnJment Divindustries.
Improved deshm features new to proision at iCB Stafford factory, buUt
cess In8tnnnentation. resultiM from
in 1962 for the manufacture of preEncrlish Electric' IonQ; e perlence In
cision control aDd measuriJII devices
power generation _
indU!ltries
for electric power; the introduction
of tbe new process instrumentation
such as steel, coal, chemic..l, petroI thus a natural e tenIion of the
chemical, paner and robber, have
Division's activities and ODe wbich
been embodied. To be marketed
reflects the Compsny's increasing
under the trade name MocJuledric,
the range wiD Initially comprise
eftort In the elt\dneerioJ and supply
~y units,
of complete
dustrl91 automation
transmitters, power
schemes.
IJqDare root extractors, millivoIt am-

New English
Electric range
in Dublin
TU!: Enalish Electric Company
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are now represented...
••• in Dublin
H McGeough
14 Casdewood Park
Rathmines
Dublin 6
Eire

Tel: Dublin 63470

••• in Belfast
P & D Macfarlane Ltd
53 Ridgway Street
Belfast
Northern Ireland
Tel: Belfast 667968/9

Trane offer a wide and comprehensive range of
heating, air conditioning and refrigeration equipment providing unmatched flexibility ofselection.
With one manufacturer supplying such equipment you have a single source of responsibility
for all the equipment on the job.
Trade inquiries to be directed to our representatives in Dublin or Belfast.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

HEATING & AIR CONDmONING
Manufacturing engineers of air conditioning, heating,
ventilating and heat transfer equipment.
DONlBRlSTLB INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
DUNFERMLINE, FIFE, SCOn.AND.
TELEPHONE: INVERKEITHING 700 &- 770/1
BRANCH OFFICES I
LONDON RICHMOND 7641 • MANCHESTER SALE 1313
BIRMINGHAM EDGBASTON 5053 • GLASGOW DOUGLAS 8621
BRISTOL WHITCHURCH 3180 • NEWCASTLE 813610 • LEEDS 686510
NOTTINGHAM 71855 • LIVERPOOL CENTRAL 3739
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H~re

are five good reasons
for specifying
Riddle Heating Equipment
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(write in and you can have
plenty more)

forceflo

warmline

The forced air fan convector heater
which Is really qUiet ... a guaranteed
noise criteria rating for all conditions.
Sound level problems - specify Forceflo. Forceflow is the only unit tested
through all aUdible frequencies. There
is a wide range of sizes, outputs (up
to 62,000 Btu I h) and design; freestsnding, concealed. remote and cel11ng
mounted.

uniflow

Highly efficient and adaptable metbod
of heating ideally suited to modern
building design. Warmline unobtrusively skirts the perimeter of a room.
Available In three heights (12'''. 16'''.
20j"), offering a high output per foot
run ... inexpensively! Heat is emitted
evenly over the whole run so partitioning can be erected anywhere without
interfering with heat distribution. Individual damper control Is a standard
fitting. Warmllne is available in two
styles. flat front or sloping toP. both
are simple and quick to install.

vectair

The dependability and efficiency ot the
Uniflow Unit Heater Is legendary. Units
are available With borlzontal or downward discharge, for low, medium and
bigh pressure hot water, low or high
pressure steam. The borlzontal unit
tor creating a flow of warm air along
exposed walls, into narrow aisles and
blanketing large doorways. The downward unit for projecting heat downward, regardless of obstacles which
would impede a horizontal airflow.
The Biddle Unlflow puts heat just
Where you want it.

The ultimate in convection heating.
Available as floor, wall, recessed and
semi-concealed units. These outstanding convectors have a unique heating
element. Fins and tubes are mechanically bonded. metal to metal, providing
the most permanent and efficient beat
transfer made. Available in an extensive range of sizes tor all hot water
or steam systems - conventional or
small-bore.

As one of the largest and most progressive organisations in the fields o(
heating, cooling. ventilating and air"
conditioning in the United KingdOIIl.
Biddle are renowned (or their hlgb
quality equipment. They bave made
their presence felt in the comfortable
conditions preval11ng in many famOUS
structures. Coventry Cathedral. Shell
Centre, South Bank. London Airport.
Royal Festival Hall. Houses of Parliament. British Museum. Old Balley
Courts and the a.p.o. Tower Telephone Fxchange are just a few. Blddle
match their experience and resources
with progress. Researcb and DeveloPment Engineers are w 0 r kin g continuously to find the best heating and
ventilating equipment for modern IDdustrial and commercial buildings.

coils

Standardised Blddle Colls bave beeJl
designed to meet all tbe requirements
of modern air heatlnll and coollDl
equipment. These coils are of wel~~
construction and are tested to .....
p.S.l.g. air under water for a workld
pressure of 200 p.s.1.II. Over 60 fin ailil
tube combinations are available ID
standard casings ranging from 12" "
12" x I row to 26 ft. nominal face area
by 8 rows deep. Hillh duty plus ~
now permit face velocities of up to 600
ft/min. without moisture carry~ft·
Blddle Standardised Coils are aYIN'""
able In four main types sUltable.!,gr
use With the normal beatlnll and euvo"
Ing mediums.

Forceflo and Unlflow both now available from stock In Ireland
AGE T FOR EIRE:

Thermal (Ireland) Ltd.• 85 Lower Ballllot Street. Dublin 2. Dublin 61237.
AGENT FOR NORTHER IRELA D:
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
samuel Stewart (Thermal Enllineerinll) Ltd.• 26 Nel1ls HUl Park. Belfast 5. Belfast 656759
DOI: 10.21427/D7BX3R

F. H. BIDDLE LID

16 Upper Orosvenor Street, London W 1 (HYDe Park 0532-9)
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November, 1965 .

• At the Eng'neering
and Scientific Associa_
tion lecture were (from
left): Mr. David Gunn
Association President:
1V'..r. O'Neill and
Hugh
Simpson (see
below).

Mr:

THE Hydro-flo electric chiller now
marketed by Reznor Nesbitt (STC
HOl'.se,- 190 Strand,
London, W.C.2) is
PACKACE
a packaged unit
CHILLER
with all major
UNIT
components de signed and manufactL!.red by one company. It can be used in conjunction
with a forced hot water heating systerr
for general air conditioning or fa·
industrial process cooling.

THE
and Scientific AsSiOCiation of Ireland he ard a use ful and
I . Engineering
.
mterestlng lecture at their meeting held at the T C D Ph .
this month.
• "
YSICS Theatre

The. lecture-u Design of Modem Shell Type BoI'iers"-was gIven
.
by Mr
Hugh
Slmpson,
M.I.Mech.E.
(Chief
Engineer,
Cochran
& CA'
Mr
D'd G
0.,
noan, LW) and
.
aVI
unn, B.Sc. (England), M.Sc.F.Inst.F., A.M.Inst.
M.I.Plant E. (Cochran Technical Director).
.F"

Gas

The packaged unit is sim,le to in
stal. The component parts are pre
assembled and it is onlv necessarv tc
connect the unit to the ~ater and elec
tricity mains service.
The Hydro-flo package has a capacity of between 71 and 200 tons of
refrigeration an hour (between 90,000
and 2,400,000 B.t.u./hr.). Amon~ air
conditioning applications are hotels,
restaurants, hospitals, offices, factories, shopping centres,
churches,
schools, theatres and cinemas.

Van den
Bosch
mobile
unit's
Irish
tour
------------,

THE new Van den Bosch mobile
demonstration unit is 10 make an
extended tour here starting early January next.
. .The demonstration unit, which is a
Jomt ~enture by Van den Bosch Ltd.
o~ Wimbledon. and Owens-Corning
F~berglas of High Wycombe, is fitted
with samples of a wide range of the
two companies' products.

I

•

The Ferret Is a completely unique type of boiler-tube cleaning unit. Attach It to a
standard tube brush and It will creep along the tube-without ,.volvlng-and without
any need for manual pushing and palling I When It reaches the tube end, the double
thrust action then reverses and the Ferret returns-ready for the next tubel

THE FERRET •
•
•
•

Cuts labour time-no manual pu.hlng and pulling
Doe. away with exten.lon rod.
Give. cleaner tube.
Work. quickly

For Publication No. 208. or a demonstration In your own plant.
contact:

HALPIN 6' HAYWARD LTD.

Unity BullcUn.... 18/1'7 Lower O'Connell St., Dublin, 1. Tel.:
Dublin 48838, and 589 Upper Newtownards Road, Knock,
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965
Bell t, 4. Tel.: Dundonald 3212.

I

With~n the. ~nit is a cutaway OCF
AcoustIflo ceiling, a noise test demonstration model to show the sou.nd absorption properties of OCF ducting
and many ml>unted samples of Fiber:
gl~s Insula~ion products and Europair
grIlles, registers and diffusers.
Of
pa~ticular interest is the section of the
UnIt where practical fabrication of
fibreglass ducts is demonstrated and
interested customers may them~e1ves
make up sectil>ns of duct.
~e demonstration unit has been
equipped to enable the products of
th.e two companies tl> be seen and
~Idely demonstrated.
On its Irish
to~r t?e unit will visit Dublin, Cork,
LimerIck and Belfast. It will be accompanied by Mr. T. F. Barrett, Irish
~gent, and officials of the companies
mvolved.

Sc;:enteen
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POTIERTON boilers have a reputation for versatility, and they
fulfil many roles. One of their most
unique, perhaps, is to be found eight
miles off the coast, outside Dublin
Bay, where a new and revolutionary
type of lighthouse has been constructed and erected 0110 the Kish
Bank to replace the lightship which
has guarded this stretch of treacherous sand bank since the 19th Century.
In this unusual setting a Potterton
DOA 150 oil-fired boiler has been installed to heat the upper part of the
structure, and to serve the heater battery of the Plenum ventilation system
which provides heating and airconditioning to the lower part of the
lighthouse.
The distinction of commissioning
the first all-concrete lighthouse off
these shores goes to the Commissioners of Irish Lights. On the 9th of
this month, Mr. E. E. Benson, Chairman of the Board of Commissioners,
officiated at the commissioning ceremony, and the li~hthouse came into
operation at sunset on that day.
It was after discussion with Sir
William Halcrow & Partners, consulting engineers to the Commissioners, that tenders were invited for the
new lighthouse. An imaginative and
practical scheme for a reinforced concrete
structure
submitted
by
Christiani & Neilsen Ltd. was accepted. Already experienced in the design of floated concrete structu.res,
their design was based on similar
lighthouses of much smaller size
which they had erected off the coast
of Sweden.

POTTERTON
AT SEA

staircase-well 10 high level on the
seventh floor.
There it is divided
horizontally, passing through the outer
walls at two points, each branch terminating with an anti-back draught
preventer, which takes care of any
wind variation. A draught stabiliser
is built on to the boiler flue outlet
to maintain the desired draught at all
times. Owing to the hei~ht of the
flue-it is nearly 40 ft.-it was constructed in short lengths and jointed
to enable any part to be easily replaced. A condensation drain was
added at the base, and the flue was
lagged on the outside where it runs
up the staircase-well.

servic~

I
The now familiar bulk of the Kish
light under construction.

IN THE
KISH

the boiler rOom and arranged to form
From this header the
a header.
pump-assisted circuits are taken, one
to serve the radiators sited on the
upper floors in the tower, the other
circuit is arranged to serve the heater
battery of the heating and airT consists basically of two parts, a conditioning system which serves the
large circular base structure or caisson living and sleeping quarters of the crew
within which is a standard lighthouse and the stores, workshop, pump and
tower containing alI the functional boiler rooms.
The boilerhouse is on the first floor
elements of a normal lighthouse, including living and working quarters, in the caisson section, as also the
the whole of which is designed to be sound-proofed engine room which
lowered on to a gravel pad laid on houses a generating plant with a capthe sea bed 60 ft. below the surface. acity of 70 kilowatts, sufficient to proHitherto, the conventional type of vide power to fOO the lantern and
lighthouse at sea has been constructed allow a surplus for any breakdown.
upon rock foundation.
Here also are the two oil storage
The design and layout of the tower tanks, with a total capacity of 7,500
section and the services with which gallons. Fuel is delivered by a serit is equipped was carried out by vice vessel; which comes alongside the
Hunter & Dunn, consulting engineers, lighthouse and connects up the delivin association with Christiani & ery lines to the bunkerina points,
Neilsen. They planned the treating which are situated outside the third
system and installed a Potterton DOA storey.
150 oil-fired boiler with Nuway pressA particular problem encountered
ure jet burner, complete with all auto- in the installation was the f1ue-ing of
matic controls. Pipework from the the boiler. The flue has been carried
boiler is taken to hiah level within vertically up within the central spiral
Eighteen

N planning the heating
special attention was paid to the insulation to prevent heat loss, and all
rooms, except those on the lowest
three floors, are insulated with I tin.
thick cork fixed to the walls, which
gives an overall U value of 0.15.
Everything has been done to provide the crew of four men with comfortable quarters; each will have an
individual bedroom, and maintain a
three abroad, one ashore, roster every
fortnight.
Entrance to the lighthouse is on
the fifth floor which, from there to
the 12th floor, is heated by eight radiators served by the Potterton boiler.
These warm the entrance hall, radio,
observation and fog-signalling rooms
situated on the upper floors.

I
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•
A Potterton DOA 150 oil-fired
boiler which was used in the Kish
iMtaUation.

INDUSTRIAL SECTION

~

Continued Pa,. 27.

........
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PERKINS
The

Oldest

Name

in

Heating

For the Largest Range of

Fully Automatic Oil-Fired Boilers
and Ai r Heaters

DOMESTIC and INDUSTRIAL to SM. B.T.U../HR

MANUFACTURERS

OF THE NOW
WORLD-FAMOUS

'1I111nte
Flue
Mini

Pressure

Je'

Consult us
about your

Flue

and
S' ing
Problems

Sole Concessionaires:
orthern Ireland:

ULSTER HEATING CENTRE
(E1'IKlIt WiIIon Ltd.), to Cromae Street, Belfut, Z. Tel. 2144'.
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OIL FIRED HOMES (Ireland) LTD.
6 Bareourt

oad, Dablin, 1. Telephonea: 57039/570,..
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osangas
serves all industries with best
quality lowest priced bottled gas

Jetalr Heater

Kosangas Tanker

Industrial Heaters

• Kosanyas service aids prOductivity and effects economy not only in

•

•
•
•

plumbing and heating, but in numerous other industrial and domestic
applications.
Kosangas is widely known as Ireland's most versatile industrial fuel:
a modern, clean-burning, fumeless gas of high calorific value, leaving
no deposits.
Kosangas service has earned a high reputation for promptness and
efficiency. Skilled technicians and fitters are available.
Kosangas Propane is supplied in 73 lb., 24 lb., and 11 lb. cylinders.
Kosangas can also be delivered in bulk into customer's own storage.
Kosangas technicians can provide guidance on any industrial fuel
problem without obligation.

• Kosangas offer a HIRE SERVICE for certain equipment.
If you would like a copy of our new Leaflet of Kosangas Industrial Applications please telephone our Industrial Sales Dept:
Belfast 33221 or Dublin 74774

McMULLANS
McMULLANS

KOSANGAS
KOSANGAS

(N.I.) LIMITED, 7 FOUNTAIN STREET, BELFAST, 1 TELEPHONE: BELFAST 33221
LIMITED, O'CONNELL BRIDGE HOUSE, DUBLIN 2. TELEPHONE: DUBLIN 74774
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THE Northern Ireland Gas Employers' Board has mounted a special
gas exhibit at the
N.!. Building CenCAS ON
tre w h i c h gives
SHOW AT
a comprehensive
CENTRE
view of the various
domestic and indu trial uses of this
fuel.
The gas-fired ducted warm-air
system, which can provide fulj or
se.lective ce?tral heating, is shown in
still and alllmated diagrams. In fact,
the Building Centre itself is heated
by this method.
Gas-fired warm-air heating is already installed, or being installed, in
many Housing Trust and local
authority developments throughout
Northern Ireland. Particularly noteworthy has been the choice of this
system for several Housing Trust
multi-storey blocks of flats around
Belfast.
The industrial ga exhibits, in both
colour and black-and-white, illustrate
a few of the 4,000 industrial processes
in which gas is used for precise control of temperature and operation.
All types of commercial and industrial
heating are featured.

***

LE BAS Tube Company Limited,
wel1 known to users of malleable
iron tube fittings,
have opened a new
LE BAS
and
warehouse
BELFAST
sales office at 472
DEPOT
Shore Road, Belfast 15. The Manager is Mr. G. H.
Edmonston. This development underlines the importance which Le Bas
attach to this rapidly expanding market for their products.
The new premises provide much
needed space for more comprehensive
stocks. Modern facilities enable an
experienced taff to deal efficiently
with customers' requirements.
In addition to GF malleable fitting.
with which the name of Le Bas is so
closely associated, a number of the
Group's products are stocked for the
fir t time. These are the GF range of
portable tube cutting and screwing
• MR. H. F. HARRIS, M.J.Mech.E.,
M.Jnst.F.. Chief Engineer of the
Northern Ireland Hosoitals Authority,
who retired recently, is widely known
and respected in engineering circles
in Northern Ireland and took a leading part in forming the Northern Ireland Branch of the Institute of Fl!,~l.
becoming its Chairman in 1961.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

Le 8as open

new premises

machines, and the GF range of rigid
PVC pipe fittings and valves.
PVC
pipe is there too and a considerable
range of cold drawn seamless steel
tubes to B.S.980:1950 is now available to industry" off the shelf."

***

•

The new Le Bas Tube Co. Ltd.

DR. W.
DAVIDSON, Technical w~house and sales office at 472
Shore Road, Belfast 15.
Director of Powel1 Duffryn Heating
Limited, recently
gave an illustrated Gas Department, who is chairman of
AIR HEAT
talk on the latest the Institute.
TALK IN
developments i n
BELFAST
domestic heating
by warm air, to member of the North- SPP pumps and associated equipern Ireland Grouo of the Institute of ment to the value of £85,000 are to
be incorporated in
Fuel, in Belfast.the new Lou.gh
SPP
Dr. Davidson illu trated his talk
Neagh
water
PUMPS
with black and white and colour slides
scheme
now
being
USED
of interesting installations.
Dealing
.
developed for the
first with eas-fired ducted systems, he
mentioned the wide acceptance of this B~lf~st City and District Water Commethod on a large scale, by local miSSIOners.
~o pumps from the new range of
authorities, estate developers and inaXial
and mixed flow equipment
dustrialised housing manufacturers,
manufactured
by SPP, Sigmund Pulfor traditional and new style housing.
Pumps
Ltd., are included in
someter
This method gives the customer a
modern, flexible, full heating system t~e four .units to be installed in a Low
for the lowest operating cost, which Lift Station at Dunore Point on the
n nm,
the builder is able to provide for the shores'1 of Lough Neagh ' Co. At'
14 ml es from Belfast.
lowest capital cost.
The two 9-in. SPP axial flow pumps
A more recently developed system
each
ha~e a 2.5 m.g.d. capacity, and
of warm-air heating described by Dr.
two
1.~-1O.
SPP pumps have :i m.g.d.
Davidson, and illustrated by reference
to Powell Duffryn Housewarmers, is capacities. System head: 115 ft
TJ:te new. Dunore Point Pum~ing
that which employs hot water fan
Stations will pump raw water from
convectors.
The meeting was under the chair- the Lough up to the Treatment Works
of
Mr. J. M. Dow, and then deliv~r it by high lift pumps
manship
M.J.GasE., M.Jnst.F., Engineer and to a new Service Reservoir at HydeContinued page twenty-three
Manager of the Belfast Corporation

***

Government grants lor house
improvements to be increased
GOVERNMENT

&J1lDts for
house improvemeDts and
cODversions are to be improved
iD the near future in order to
decrease the number of houses
without baths and hot water.
ReplyiDg to Mr. WiUiam Boyd
(Labour, Woodvale), Mr. Craig,

MiDistet' for Development, said
that iD the 1961 cell5US there
w~ 50,000 houses in Belfast
WIthout baths and 47,000 houses
He prowithout hot water.
posed to make the grants more
a«racUve to
encou~ a
areater number of COIlvu'Sions.

Twenty-one
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for corn plete dependability
Use

OF

malleable iron tube

fittings always with complete
confidence. Perfect threads,
true malleability and great
strength mean time saved in
installation and long, reliable
life.

OF fittings

are good for your

goodwill; better to begin with;
best in the long run.

There are over 1,000 patterns and sizes
from

t" to 6", black or galvanised, and every

fitting is individually tested to 360 lb. p.s.i.

From your local stockist or from

LE BAS TUBE COMPANY LIMITED
%4, DooegaU Square Mews, Belfut.
Telephone: Belfast %21%9.
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NORTHERN
NOrES twenty-one
from page
park, Mallusk, Co. Antrim, some eight
miles from Belfast, through 48-inch
diameter pre-stressed concrete pipelines.
A further four SPP units are to be
installed at the High Lift Stationhalf a mile inshore from the Low Lift
Station. These are two 8" and two
10" vertical split casina pumps (2.5
m.g.d. and 5 m.g.d.). Design duties:
1,736 g.p.m. and 3,742 g.p.m., each
at 342.75 ft. total head The aggregate drive of the High Lift pumps is
1,460 h.p.

* **

A GROUP of the Association of
Waterworks Officers, Northern Ireland
Area, paid a visit
to Wavin Pipes
NORTHERN
Ltd., Balbriggan,
VISIT TO
Co. Dublin, reWAVIN
cently. The party
was led by Mr. R. E. D. Bain, B.A.,
RAJ., MJ.C.E., M.lW.E.
They were entertained to a luncheon by Mr T. MacMahon, B.E., R~c.,
M.I.C.E.I., Chairman and Managmg
Director of the Company and other
executives and then toured the factory.
In the course of his speech at the
luncheon, Mr. Bain, who is Chief Engineer, Belfast Waterworks Commissioners, reminded the guests that
his organisation had been the first to
use Wavin in Northern Ireland-this
was when the Wavin factory was in its
early days in a small premises in
Drurncondra-and that it gave him
great pleasure to be the organiser of
the party to this new extensive factory in Balbriggan.
On the conclusion of the tour of the
factory the party left for Dublin,
where the followina mornina they were
the gue ts of the Dublin Corporation,
Waterwork Department, on an inpection of the Fluoridation Plant.
OSMA Plastics Ltd. (Hayes, Middleex) announce a further extension to
their large range
of plumbing and
CISTERN
building products.
RANeE
Osmathene circular
EXTENDED
polythene
and
POlypropylene water storage cisterns
are now available to meet a pecialised
demand for this type of cistern. Their
flexibility alIows them to be pu.shed
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin, 1965
through
narrow openings
into lofts

November,

and attics-an important factor when
replacing conventional metal and asbestos tanks.

Let's hear
about it ...

Osmathene cisterns are manufactured by injection moulding on one of
the largest machines in the country.
This method of manufacture guarantees wall thickness and surface finish.
They are easy to nest whilst in storage, have a high resistance to impact,
are unaffected by climatic conditions
and will not rust, rot or crack.
Three sizes are available: 7 gallon
Polypropylene (expansion), 40 gallon
and 70 gallon Polythene, with lids provided for the two larger sizes. Trade
prices are: 7. gallon, 37j9d.; 40 gaBon,

1965.

WE should like to remind those
concerned that we like to have good
notice of functions, trade showings,
etc.-a. week to ten days if possible.
Please advise us of these events to
our Dublin offices or to 27 st. James
Park, Belfast.

67j6d.; 70 gallon, 118j9d. Two further sizes, 30 gallon and 60 gallon,
with lids, will be added to the range
early next year.

NORTHERNI
IRELAND'S FINEST
PLUMBING
SHOWROOM
Here is the largest and most modern
selection of Plumbing and Sanitary
Fitments tastefully and colourfully
displayed.

12 COMPLETE
BATIlROOM SUITES
5 COMPLETE
FITTED KITCHENS
20 STAINLESS
STEEL SINKS
Shower Cubicles
Shower Fittings
and Taps
Wash Hand Basins
Bidets
Chemical Closets

Vanitory Basins
Urinals
Drinking Fountalns
Fireclay Sinks
Bathroom Cabinets

DISTRIBUTORS TO THE TRADE

JOSEPH BlAIT<.:.TD
CHURCH LANE

BELFAST

PHONE 30555 (10 LINES).
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By

F. R. McBRIDE,

A.M.I.Mech.E., M.lnst.F., F.lnst.P.

SERVICE AND
MAINTENANCE
THE question

of servicing domestic
heating equipment, particularly
boilers is one which leads to a lot of
ill will between equipment distributors,
installers and customers.
It wouJd
appear that many manufacturers want
nothing whatsoever to do with their
equipment once it has left the works;
similarly many heating contractors
lose all interest once they have made
the last connection.
The unfortunate customer is too
mten in the middle of the dispute
as to who is responsible for after
sales service, which eventually result
in not only one dissatisfied per on but
three. Many of the faults which occur in the early days after the completion of an installation are due
quite frankly to faulty workmanship.
Heating engineers have the unfortunate habit of treating all jobs as the
same whereas each one should be
treated individually, particularly when
it comes to flue conditions.
On the
other hand manufacturers produce
boilers for a universal market and
while many of them try to produce
a unit which covers all conditions,
this, at present day prices, is impossible.

the distributor or manufacturer accepts
the responsibility of service, is it not
correct that he would be entitled to
charge for a call which is made to a
job where the fault was due to the
negligence or Jack of knowledge of the
installer.
It is not generally realised the high
cost of running a service organisation, mainly because of the amount of
time spent in travelling from job to
job. In addition the work tends to
come in spasms bUd: the staff must be
maintained as must the transport.
Personnel have to be specially trained
for the work and have a complete
knowledge, not only of engineering,
but of electrical controls and fuels.
A major problem is caused by the
fact that all branches of the industry,
particularly the appliancel manufacturers and the fuel interests, have spent
considerable time and money trying
to convince the public that the use of
a particular fuel or boiler will ensure
years of trouble free running, and yet
we all know at heart that such a
Utopia is still a long way off. The demand for compactness and automation
has resulted in boilers with narrow
water ways, small flues and an abundance of electrical equipment, all of
which are contributing factors to the
certain amount of blame must be
possibility of breakdown.
attached to the manufacturers, who
It should be remembered that the
are producin~ leaflets and literature for
average
householder has little techthe public market, and while these
publications may be attractive and nical knowledge and should not be
help to sell the boilers, they are sadly expected to take apart a complicated
lacking in technical information and piece of equipment in the event of its
there is certainly a !!reat deal of diffi- failure and particularly he cannot be
culty in obtaining the more compre- expected to rebuild it to the fine limits
hensive publications from the sup- at which it wa pre-set, and we have
aII had the experience of the client
pliers.
The heating contractor may believe who has a little knowledge and who
that he is not in effect resoonsible for can, if anything, be a !!reater embarafter sales service and this- may be so, rassment than those who are combut on the other hand he has a cer- pletely ignorant of the equipment.
~ain amount of moral responsibility, as
. Having in the foregoing words pos10 a great many cases the customer
Sibly created the impression that
~cepts what he recommends.
Assum- neither the contractor or manufacturer
109 that we accept this argument and
wants anything to do with servicing,

A
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it wauJd appear that there is an opening here for someone to set up a servicing organisation which will cover
all types and makes of plants. Many
people have tried to operate such a
concern but few, if any, have been
successful, particularly if this was their
only form of business.
The reason for their failure was
certainly not due to the lack of initiative or hard work, but, the writer
believes, it was due to the fact that
the general public now believe that
service is not required, and if it is it
hould be free or carried out under
a guarantee Or warranty. Experience
has hown that they are not prepared
to pay for adequate servicing.
A realistic approach must be made
to this problem before the growth of
heating strangles itself through a breakdown in services.
Contractors and
suppliers must get together and appreciate that they both have an obligation to the main nerson in the contract, namely, th~ customer, who
sometimes at the moment is the last
person to be considered.

IT

is suggested that the obvious
answer is to introduce a condition of
sale whereby the customer purchasing
an installation or equipment must
sign a service agreement, but it is
doubtful if everyone would accept
such strong terms.
The alternative would seem 10 be a
standard charge which would be included in the price of the installation
and that this charge would be either
payable to the contractor or distributor .who would undertake to provide
service for the first oeriod of six or
twelve months. If this were done it is
possible that firstly the customer would
appreciate the need for such a service
contract and at the same time it
would settle the disputed point of
responsibility.
Manufacturers mu t be prepared to

Continued page twenty-six
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The Temple System
offers
Building Tolerance
The '0' ring joinl allows for
plus or minus'!'

Heat Resistance
Wilhslands conlinuous discharge
of boiling walar

Speed
Lighl weighl and fabricaled unils
speed up inSlallalion

Efflclencv
Pitch fibre pipe; Polypropylene
fillings: bOlh non-corrodible and
, non-.I.ctrolyllc
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'of course, Temple pre-fabricated units
with the new '0' ring joints were used'
The Temple system for multi-storey 6" soil pipes speeds up
the building operation dramatically. The Neoprene '0' ring
Joint allows for building tolerances of plus or minus 1t". Pitch
fibre pipes are exceptionally light. and can be sawn, drilled or
grooved on site using only hand tools-more speed, less cost.
fewer labour charges.
Write to Temple Tubes for technical literature and learn about
the unique fabrication and design serVice, the Neoprene
'0' ring joint and the Temple 'push-on' w.e. connector

Temple Tubes ~
.
.
.
Limited
Temple Mill' Passfleld . Llphook' Hants' Tel: Passfield 281
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Branch in succession to Mr. N. M.
Scott, who is retiring, having reached
the age of 65.
Mr. Robinson, whose appointment
is effective from next month, studied
at Belfast and Manchestu Colleges
of Technology, entering in 1948 the
technical department of Crossley Bros.
Ltd., diesel engineers, of Manchester.
In 1949 he joined Warner Barnes &
Co. Ltd., general merchants and en• British Insulated Callender's Cables gineers in Manila, becomilll in 1952
Limited have announced that Mr. T. engineering department manager. He
H. Robinson, A.M.I.Mech.E., has been held this post until leaving the Ph!lipappointed Manager of their Belfast pines in 1964, joining BICC in Belfast
in October of that year.

THE continued development in and
demand for Primus liquid petroleum
gas
equipment
made it imperative
NATIONAL
that a new national
PRIMUS
gas service be inSERVICE
troduced. Therefore, towards the end of last year
Bahco-Condrup Limited acquired the
controlling interest in Gas Services
(Filling and Distribution) Limited of
Weedon, Northamptonshire.
Since the beginnin& of the year over
800 authorised exchange stations have

been appointed, each one of which
has been provided with a free loan
float of Primus cylinders, thereby en• A SWEPT entry branch has been suring an immediate, on-the-spot user
added to the range of components in exchange. Under the new scheme all
the Aspect PVC stack drainage sys- Primus cylinders are filJed and intem, which is marketed by the Univer- spected at Weedon and, when nesal Asbestos Manufacturing Co. Ltd. cessary, at no extra cost to the user,
(Watford, Hertfordshire).
Introduc- are refurbished or replaced. All extion of the swept entry branch will change stations are serviced by Primus
allow the Aspect soil system to be vehicles or chartered transport.
used more widely than hitherto.
In Northern Ireland and the Republic the service has been implemen• BELL'S Asbestos and EnPueering ted by the creation of master floats
Ltd., 17-21 Ormeau Roed, Belfast, 7, in Belfast and Dublin, where, respecannounce that they have been ap- tively, Messrs. John A. McClelland &
pointed agents in Northem Ireland Co. Ltd., and Messrs. John C. Parkes
for the Virax l'aUIe of plumbers' and & Sons Ltd. service the local netheating eoqineers' tools.
works.

***

Maintenance
from page twenty-four
give more complete instalJation instmctions and site erectors and designers must read this literature, not
leave it buried among piles of paper.
If these suggestions were adopted thev
would go a long way to producing ~
much happier atmosphere between all
those persons who are concerned in
the domestic heating industry.

***
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DOUBLE

CLAZINC

WINDOW HEAT LOSSES STAGGERING
IN calculaing

t~e .heat requirements
for any buIldmg one becomes
sharply aware of the very high proportion of the total heat losses that
take place via the windows.
Roof
in uJation is, at last, becoming stand-

Closing The f'
Windows
Doesn't
Keep In
The Heat
Over one-third of the
heat in a room is lost
through the windows.
The remedy is doubleglazing, so CRITTALL
designed the .. Winter
Sash" which attaches
easily to existing window frames, cut tin g
internal heat loss, fuel
bills, trafflc noise and
preventing steamed up
windows.

CRfITALL
" Winter Sash"

ard practice, standard of thermal construction for walls are tending to improve but, at the same time, window
areas in the average new house tend
to be greater than they were a few
years ago. Thus it is not unusual to

find in design work that the window
losses may amount to a quarter or
mOre of the total structural losses.
A reduction of this loss will be reflected, not only in reduced running
costs, but also in reduced heating installation costs.
The heat transmittance coefficient
(" U " value) for a single pane of glass
u.nder average conditions is 1.0. This
compares with 0.34 for a cavity brick
wall or 0.2 or better fOr an insulated
roof. This loss can be expressed in
terms of an example as follows.
A fifty square foot window (not
particularly large by modern standard ) under design conditions with a
room temperature of 70 degrees F. will
lose two thousand B.t.u.'s per hour
(50 x 40 x 1.0). It is generally accepted that in this climate the average
seasonal heating load is equivalent to
eighteen hundred hours at full load
conditions.
Thus the seasonal loss
through this window would be 1800 x
2000 = 3,600,000 B.t.u.'s.
Between ten and thirteen square feet
of radiator LliTface, depending on the
typ~ used, would need to be installed
to replace the window loss. Most important of all, perhaps, since the heating engineer is essentially dealing in
comfort is the fact that the area of
the room close to the window will
never have a particularly steady temperature. Indeed, unless some means
of heating is provided below the window there will be a constant downdraught of chilled air across the pane.
There will also be an undue loss of
body heat on any side exposed to the
window-the so-called "cold radiation" phenomenon.
If a second pane of glass is fitted
on either the inner Or outer side of

Continued overleaf
Twenty-seven
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• • • • • • • • • • • • their use may be justified in terms of sashes are fitted with hinged sections
•
comfort and convenience it normally which correspond to the opening areas
takes a number of years to recover the of the original windows and facilitate
This Sp2cial Review capital outlay throu2h reduced run- cleaning.
A limited degree of ventilation to the outside air is desirable
article is by w. J. ning costs.
Storm SlIshes.-This is probably the between the panes; this limits condenR. Couchman,
earliest application of double glazing sation. The distance between the two
and has been used in NOrth America panes of glass tends to be greater than
A.i\I.A.S.J1.R.A.E.
A with the average sealed unit; this may
and Scandinavia for many years.
storm sash is simply a second window, possibly improve the insulation value
complete with fastenings, which is by a very slight amount.
The apfitted over an existing frame, usually pearance of a well made storm sash is
being removed and stored during the quite satisfactory when fitted and facsummer. They may be mO'UUited in- tory built units, framed in plastic or
side or out and are sometimes fitted other lightweight sections, are availdirect to masonry rather than to the able in Ireland, together with the
existing window frame.
Most storm sealed units.
from previous page

Double

glazing

a window, the heat loss, or heat requirement, will be reduced by approximately one-half; the precise amount
varies very slightly according to the
method used. Best results are obtained
with sealed units where the two panes
are provided with an air gap of not
less than three-quarters of an inch.
In practice the gap is often reduced
to half an inch or even loss, witho·u.t
any significant deterioration.
Apart from value in thermal insulation double glazing can be of great
service in sound insulation. Optimum
conditions are not the same as for
thermal insulation; for best results the
panes should be from four to eight
inches apart. However, even with the
panes spaced for thermal insulation
the degree of sound attenuation is extremely ~ood and this has often proved
of real value in reducing traffic noise.
There are three main types of double
glazing units, and these are as follows:
(1) Sealed Units.
(2) Storm sashes.
(3) Clipped or sliding pane.
Sealed Units oodoubtedly represent
the best approach to double glazing.
Each unit is completely sealed and
airtight, therefore only the two outer
surfaces need ever be cleaned.
The
inner space is occupied by dry air or
by an inert gass; therefore there is no
risk of internal condensation.
Of
cour e there can be no question of cutting the units to size, since they mu t
be factory sealed, and because of this
they tend to be used mainly for new
work in standard size frames. Since
the units are fairly thick they cannot
usually be accommodated in frames
which are rebated for single glazing
only, although onc manufactlld'er does
provide a special sealed unit with the
inner pane extended or .. stepped" to
fit into a tandard rebate.
Sealed
units are relatively costly, and while

DUOTHERM
DOUBLE GLAZING
*
*
*
*

*
*

FIXED AND SLIDING
CUTS HEAT LOSS
BY 50%

*
*

WINTER WARMTH
SUMMER FRESHNESS

MAXIMUM LIGHT
SOUND INSULATION
AS WELL
EASY TO CLEAN
SIMPLE INSTALLATION

Product 01 Alumin Building

Components Ltd.
Telephone 7 J571 (exts. 20 and 10)
for full details and descriptive leaflets.

T. & C. MARTIN Ltd.
D'Olier House, D'Olier St., Dublin, 2
-

and-

Main St., Bray, Co. Wicklow
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An example (}f double glazing
-Pilkington
Insulight
en
these multi-storey fla ts absorbed approximate'ly 13,5C()
sq. ft. of 32 ounce glass.

panes is accessible and if it has a
limited amount of ventilation to the
outside, not to the heated air of the
room.
Storm sashes can present a storag
problem during the summer months
since they, or rather the panes in them,
are so fragile and they wou.ld not

Continued overleaf

SPECIAL REVIEW

save

from previous page
Clipped or Sliding Units-in their
simplest forms-are simply extra panes
which may slide in runners without
any framing, or which may have a
lightweight, possibly plastic, frame,
secured to the main window frame by
spacers and turn buckles. Usually this
proves to be the cheapest form of
double-glazing to install.
The appearance can be quite good but it i
wise to provide for easy removal or
access for cleaning.
Purpose built
units are available with a fixed or
opening outer pane and with overlapping inner panes moving in runners.
Having discussed the general advantages of double glazing as well as the
basic types available, it is advisable to
consider some of the areas where difficulties might arise.
Glass is a heavy material and there
may be cases where existing frames
cannot be easily adapted to carry the
extra weight, especially if opening
lights are used. In uch ca es, a well
as in ca es where the old frames are
difficult to adapt, con ideration should
be given to the u e of purpose built
Udlits.
Conden ation occurs when moist
heated air from within a room comes
into contact with the cold non-porous
surface of glas.
The likelihood of
condensation i greatly reduced with
double glazing ince the inner pane
will never be as cold, but any condenation between the two panes can be
most irritating since it may be difficult
to remove. The same holds true for
dirt and dust. Of course such problems could not arise with sealed units.
However, these problems are not so
likely to ari e if the pace between the

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

in heating
costs with

twinseal •

DO-lT-YOURSELF DOUBLE GLAZING
Is the latest. easiest
Do-It-Yourself Double Glazing
System. Fitting Is so easy I
Simply slide glass Into TWINSEAL plastic channel-which
forms the second frame and
spacer-Insert foam sealing
strip, and your second pane Is
ready to clip Into the easy-to-use
retaining brackets on the Inside
of your original window.
TWINSEAL

*
*
*
*
*
*

Suitable for wood and
metal frame windows
Allows wl ndows to open
normally
Uses clear glass-no distortion
or discoloration
Reduces condensatlonsaves paint and woodwork
Can easily be removed for
periodic cleaning
Gives a neat, unobtrusive finis.

Available from

M. FLYNN

GI,ASS

A~D

GLAZING SPECIALI. T

110 AMIE S STREET, DUBLIN 1

Also

uPllllers of

Insulight and
Glass to Glass
Double Glazed
Units

Phone 42254j.142.J2
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The
A.~GREEN

GUIDE TO

REFRACTORY
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
Use SAIRSET refractory cement for
laying-up all types of firebrick. Protect
new and existing brickwork with a
coating of SAIRSET. Seal cracksreduce risk of spalling and slag attack.
SAIRSET is available in t cwt., 1 cwt.,
and 2 cwt. drums ready mixed. It
should be in your maintenance store.

O

.'·:-:·__·-:·: ,·,'
D
:~ :~

"

',5:-.. ~
-..:::::--

.',,":.,,

:

-';:.,
.- ,~

:',.

REPAIRS

~

Repair damaged walls with HYBOND
plastic refractory. Can be used for
small gaps or the complete wall or
arch For extreme temperatures use
HIGH ALUMINA PLASTIC.
HYBONDis delivered in 1cwt. cartons
sliced ready for ramming-in.

Avoid intricate brickwork and special
shapes by lining with KAST-SET
refractory concrete. Simply mix and
pour. When an insulating refractory is
required for furnaces use KAST-0LITE. Monolithic linings are economical on fuel and simplify maintenance.
A. P. Green refractory concretes are

m

SAIRSET·KAST·SET
HYBOND· KAST-O-LlTE

. . - - - - - - -. .

Are all available from
DUBLINBrooks Thomas
Dublin 41841.
BELFASTCorbelt-Cobb
Belfast 748729.

A. P. Green Refractories limited
York House, Wembley
Tel: DILIGENCE 0455 Telegrams: GREENCO WEMBLEY
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Product Briefs
QUICK-FIX double glazing system
can be fitted to metal frame windows.
It will be found more satisfactory to
fit outside the existing window, but in
this case it will not act as a draught
excluder.
The agents in Ireland for Quick-Fix
double glazing system are Monsell
Mitchell & Co. Ltd., Heating and
In ulating Division, 67-73 Townsend
St., Dublin.

***

RE-LINING

sold in 1 cwt. bags.

survive long if stacked haphazardly
in a garage or garden shed. Storage
racks or other suitable accommodation should always be provided.
Finally, there is the question of cost.
The cheapest form of double glazing
may cost three shillings a square foot
or even less, but sealed units will cost
several times this amount and the cost
of these can only be repaid from funing cOsts over a period of possibly
ten years or more. Despite this the
USe of double glazing is increasing in
this country. The reason for this is
probably the same as the reason fOf
the vastly increasing amount of domestio central heating-the public are
prepared to pay for comfort.

Telex: 262155

PILKINGTON Brothers Ltd. (St.
Helens, Lancashire) are now marketing double-glazing units with all glass
edges in addition to the" Insulight "
Mark IV. metal-edge units.
The
new units are known as "Insulight"
Glastogla. The construction of the
gla -edge unit ha been proved over
ten years of use in the United State.
Two panes of clear sheet glass are
spaced and the edges are fused together. The result is that in effect the
whole unit i one continuous piece of
glass.

:\~

* *

ALUMIN
Building Component
Limited
(Weston
Super
Mare)
have ba ed their double glazing
with Duotherm S de ign, principally
on three features: P.V.c. channelling,
sliding panels and an ingenious locking mechani m. The inner window;,
not a fixed, single pane but two sliding panels which run smoothly in
grooved channels.
The panels are held tightly together
when closed by a hidden spring which
clinches the overlapping edge and
ea! the in ulating air space.
The
natural flexibility of the glass ensures
a perfectly flu h fit.
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JOHNTHOMPSON
AQUAPAC

COALMASTER
This Aquapac Coalmaster is now in use at Underground Mining Machinery Ltd's factory
at Aycliffe Industrial Estate near Darlington to meet increased heating demands. The
boiler works on the high pressure hot water principle and the new coal-fired wet-back
unit is internally pressurised by a steam cushion. Output at the working pressure of
110 psi is approximately 5 million Btu/hr. Firing is by the highly automated ThompsonTriumph Travelling Grate Stoker burning washed smalls underforced and induced draught
conditions. Coal is automatically raised from bunker to hopper by a high speed screw
elevator controlled by a probe switch in the hopper. The boiler incorporates a new rear
de-ashing system whereby ash is deposited directly into collection bins for easy removal.
The Aquapac Coalmaster was designed expressly as a hot water boiler for compact,
high efficiency, trouble-free working. It is available for up to 25 million Btu/hr output
and is suitable for low, medium and high pressure hot water requirements.
JOHN THOMPSON PACKAGE BOILER DIVISION, L1LYBANK WORKS, LONDON ROAD, GLASGOW Et ~.'
John lhompson Ltd., 25, Lower Leeson St., Dublin. lel: Dublin 63544
~
John lhompson Ltd., 16/20, Rosemary St., Belfast, 1. lel: Bel. 27757
0
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Hove You A Woste Disposol Problem?
If you have this problem, we have the answers in Joseph

Goder Incinerators. There is a Joseph Goder Incinerator
for every waste disposal problem, whether small or large.
Joseph Goder Incinerators are designed for Schools, Hospitals, Vetinaries, Supermarkets, large stores, institutions,
etc., etc. Joseph Goder Incinerators are designed for perfect
incineration by-

1

2
3
4
5
•

Step Grates
Fire brick lined incinerators
Inclined charging door with integral cast
hopper
Sliding grates
Cyclo-vane fly ash control

Your waste disposal problem is as near as your telephone. We shall be only too pleased to discuss your
problem and offer you the perfect solution.

HENDRON BROS. (Machinery) LTD.
144 Richmond Road, DUblin, 3. Telephone 376061.

IRISH INDUSTRY NEEDS
WOO~~~®~ BUILT WELDED
STEEL TANKS DDDDDD
for the storage of liquids and
gases. If you have a problem
of this nature consult us and
we will be happy to give you
free technical advice.

I'WHBBSOZI
WHESSOE (IRELAND) LIMITED,
Ha.1dne Bowoe, Ha.kin. Street, Dublin, 2.
Tel:73470.
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Dust and Waste
Collecting Plant

The specialised field of dust
and waste collection
BEFORE we look at way and mean~
for wa te collecting plant, we may
profitably have a quick look at tbe
compo ition of air. Air i a mechanical mixtu.re of many gase ; normall}
i~ con i ts of approximately 2\ %
oxygen, 78% nitrogen, I % organ.
and .03% carbondioxide.
There are
trace of everal other ga e varying
in amount, such as hydrogen, neon
ozone, helium, zenon, etc., and small
quantitie of micro copic solid matter, called permanent atmo pheric impuritie .
Air comtaminants can generally be
cl:! ified as organic or inorganic,
vi ible Or invi ible, toxic or harmle s,
etc., etc. Clas ification i chiefly based
on the origin or method of formation. The following group will help
to clarify the maller:(a) dusts, fumes, smoke are cia sified
as olid particulate maller.
(b) mi ts, fogs, etc., are liquid particulate matter;
and gases are non(c) vapour
particulate.
Du ts are olid particles projected
into the air by natural forces such as
storm, volcanic eruptions, earthquake and P.'lan-made forces, uch a
cru hinzs, grinding, demolition, etc.
Particles are not called du t unles
they are maller than about 100 micron .
Fume
are
olid particles
form~d generally by the conden ation
of vapour from normally olid matter.
moke are extremely 'mall solid
particles produc~d by incomplet~
combu. tion of organic substance, such
a' tobacco, wood, oil, coal, turf, etc.
. moke i generally defined a the mixture of olid liquid and ga eoUS product, though technical literature distingui hes between oot or carbon
particles, fly a h, cinder, unburnt
ga e.
. moke particle vary in size
from approximately one micron to OJ
micron. (Micron
millionth of a
meter r thou andth of a millimetre).
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Many mineral and organic du~t~
are capable of producing dust explosions. Very often a primary explosion
results from a small amount of dust
in suspension which has been exposed
to a source of ignition; pressure and
reverberation created by the primary
explosion leads to econdary explosion and so on until ufficient accumu!ation of dust is dislodged to create
a large explosion.
Explosive dusts
are potential hazards whenever the
dust escapes uncontrolled to disperse
in the atmo phere Or ellle in buildings.

(d) Fan, to provide the motive power
for the system.

. Velocity.-The conveying velocity i
dIctated by the tyve of dust which
must be carried. Metal dust will naturally require more suction than sawdust. If the velocity is too low the
dust will not be conveyed to the
separator, but will lie along the ductwork. On the other hand, if the velocity is too high, there will be excessiv~ fricti?nal losses in the plant,
thus mcreasmg motive power and
resulting in increased running cost.
Vapours and extremely fine dust
require approximately 2,000 - 3,000
conveying velocity ft. per min. In?ustrial dusts, such as sawdust, bakelIte dust, etc., require a conveying velocity of approximately 3,000 - 4,000 ft.
Many industrial processes generate per min. Wood chippings, 4,000 - 6,000
unwanted dust. For example, saw- ft. per mill.
The collecting hood
dust and wood chippings from wood- should be as near as possible to the
working machines; metal dust and par- source of the dust, and yet should not
ticles from grinding machines; sand interfere with the operation or produst from foundry ,knock-outs.
It cess of operation of the machine.
will be clearly seen that for efficiency Since there is such a variety of dlbSts
of the work and the health of the to be extracted, there is no standard
operations, it is essential that all harm- hood available. Every job has to be
ful dusts should be got rid of as a " tailor made" one for its particular
quickly and as completely as possible. application.
However, the following
This can be done by an Industrial basic ,rules should be followed as
Extraction Sy tern.
Ba ically this closely as po sible:mean su::king out the du t. The prin- (a) Mouth of the hood should be as
cipal element in it are:close a 90 sibl:: to the source of
(a) Collecting hood to collect the dust
the dust.
at it ource of origin.
(b) The dust hould be extracted away
(b) Ducting, to carry the du t to it
from the operators' breathing ZOne.
place of di posal.
(c) The flow of dust should be dir(c) Separator, to separate the dust
ected into the hood; consequently
from the airstream.
the hood hould be placed and
shaped to suit the flow.
(d) Where there i no pattern or direction to the generation of the
~~o::a This Specla,( Review
du t, as in a fOUdldry, the hood
article is by J. L.
should be large enough to give
full effective coverage, with a high
Fitzrerald, B.Sc.

INDUSTRIAL DUST
EXTRACTION

Continued overleaf
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Our picture shows a Sirocco
6 celI R type collector installed
in an industrial boiler house.

valL.:.::, precautions must be taken
against explosion.
Amongst such
dusts are flour, pulverised fuel, sulphur,
acetate bases as in button making, etc.
Fire dampers, explosion doors and
spark proof features should be incorporated. The greatest danger is static
electricity.

SPECIAL REVIEW
from previous page
entrance velocity to create a good
air movement to the hood.
The ducting should be preferably
round or circular in preierence to
square or rectangular. Ductwork is
generally made of sheet metal, depending on the type of dust to be extracted. To-day, with the great improvements in non-combustible plastic
compositions, etc., the eaSe of erection
and flexibility and cost add to its preference. Great care should be taken
when fabricating sheet metal ducting,
so as to avoid rough joints or laps,
and leaks.
Sharo bends shou.ld be
avoided and the d'iJcting should be as
straight as possible and airtight. The
Separator unit is a device to separate
the dust from the moving airstream.
The types of separator in general use
are:(I) The Cyclone,
(2) Filter,
(3) Wet Collector.
(I) Cyclones consist of a hollow
drum, tapered towards the bottom.
The dust-laden air is introduced
through the tangential inlet and spin
Centrifugal
round and downwards.
force throws the dust particles to the
outside wall of the cyclone, where
they travel down with the airstream to
the dust outlet at the bottom.
The
clean air then spiral upwards and out
through the central outlet in the top
of .the cyclone. Generally the dimension of a cyclone are related to
the inlet duct diameter.
Particles
down to a size of about 50 microns

will be separated.
For better and
higher efficiency, small diameter long
cone cyclones can be designed and
used in pairs or groups as required
to handle the total volume. Particles
as small as 15 microns can be separated by a special design.
(2) Filters.-Cloth filters, usually of
the bag type, are used for the collection of fine dusts, and work very well
down to a particle of approximately 5
An automatic shaker can
microns.
be incorporated for cleaning the filter
bags.
(3) Wet Collectors.-Water is the
medium used to separate the dust parThe
ticles from
the airstream.
method used varies according to the
collector design. It may be the passage of dust-laden air through jets of
water prays or through water curtains, etc. The collected dust settles
out as sludge, which is removed automatically or manually according to
the size of the unit. The wet collectors are to be preferred, for the sludge
can be more easily removed through
the sewers.
It should be noted that in any building Or factory where an extraction
system is in operation, make up air
will infiltrate to replace the quantity
During cold weather,
exhausted.
warm air should preferably be introduced to keep up the inside working
temperature. Generally, the exhausted
clean air should never be returned to
the building for it contains minute particle of dust. These minute particles
are most hazarduou to health. The
greate t hazard, next to the health
hazard, is the risk of fire or explosion.
With certain dusts of hi2h calorific

Mai'lltenance and Performance.Periodic inspection and checking of
exhaust systems are necessary if control is to be maintained at the eITective level of the original installation.
Continued effective ne s depends on
maintained design in volume flowing
through the exhaust hoods. A checking procedure, therefore, must inclu.de
some data to indicate at least relative
air flow through the hoods. Testing
and recording of air flow and pressure
fOr each installation are of the utmost
importance.

IN

this

equipment

review

we take a look at new
developments
co v ere d

in

the

fields

by this month's

special review. (All claims are
those of the manufacturers).
SIROCCO equipment manufactured
by Davidson & Co. Ltd., of Belfast,
is supplied for the control of dust and
grit in a wide variety of industrie,
ranging from electric power producThe
tion to textile manu.facture.
Sirocco "0" type du t collectors are
used for the removal of dust in many
types of industry and are al 0 employed extensively a secondary unit
in grit arre ting plants. They operate
on the centrifugal principle.
Sirocco Cellular dust collector are
installed in many power stations as
well as in indu trial boiler house
throughout the -",orld. The Sirocco
"R" typ~ dust collector offer a amewhat lower efficiency than the Sirocco
cellular collection, but incorporate a

Continued page thirty-six
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WILSON
WALLFLAMES

NOW CONVERTED

TO GAS-OIL TO
SLASH COSTS
FORVOUR

Thirty-five
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Adoption of

from page thirty-four
new prInciple which eliminates the
need for a secondary collector.
Originally designed to meet the needs of
smaller industrial boiler houses uUlder
the provisions of the Clean Air Act,
the "R" type collector is now being
increasingly used in the largest power
stations.
Sirocco chimney grit collectors combine optimum efficiency with low cost
and minimum maintenance.
They
provide an ideal means of eliminating
grit and removing a big percentage
of dust emitted by small solid fuel
boilers, kilns and incinerators. They
also serve as efficient spark arresters.

radiant panel
system

* * *

THE Barrywald Safety Automatic
Incinerator has been designed to give
a simple and trouble-free dispo al service which can be operated by anyone. All that is required is the depression of th~ left side of the unit.
This single action sets the automatic
mechanism into immediate operation
by opening the outer and fume covers,
rotating the safety trap to the receiving position, clearing the combustion chamber of ash remaining
from any previous insertion, and by
tilting the mercury vacuum switch.
The switch, when tilted, switches
on the electrical components to begin the disposal action. Thes_ compOJl~nts consist of
a sp~cially designed heathed element, the signal
indicatOr at the front right of the
cabinet and a time control unit which
returns the mercury switch to its
" off" position in 5/7 minutes, when
the current is automatically cut-off.
The agents in Ireland for the
Barrywald Incinerator are: Roper
Brothers Ltd., 5 South Anne Street,
Dublin.

* * *

A NEW and improved design of
Tornado - Fischer
automatic
filter
known as the Series 1050 has recently
been introduced by the Gas Cleaning
Division of Keith Blackman Ltd.
Whilst retaining the excellent Fischer
shaking principle, new circular fabric
bag giving a greater filtering area
have been utilised together with improved constructional feature.
The shaking principle provide
rotary vibration, with the bags always
held in tension, combined with a selfpurging action and for many pu.rposes
offers the most efficient method of removing dust from gases from industria I processes.
The new filter has a built-in inlet
manifold for connection at both or
either ends of the filter bank. Many
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
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INTERESTING INSTALLATION IN
NEW CRAMPTON H.Q.
THE many features of Frengerstrip locate a medil'i'Tl-temoerature radiantradiant panels by Frenger Ceilings
Ltd. are shown to !:ood advantage in
their installation (see illl',stration) at
the new G. & T. Crampton Ltd. headquarters in Ballsbridge, the op~ning
of which we reviewed la t month.
With Frengerst; ip temgerature gradients are significantly reduced, minimising heat losses by conduction through
the roof.
In factory buildings, the
roof is frequently the major source of
heat loss.
Where dirt-producing p; ocesses are
carried out, the olid matter (which
may be of many different form, such
sawdust
from
woodworking
as
machinery, lint from clothing manufacture, powders from food or chemical proce ing, as well as smoke and
dust) is not recirculated by forcedconvection. There are al 0, of course,
no air-streams.
Frengerstrip ena bles engineu to
type and grade of filter fabric are
available and determine the operating
temperature of the gases; wool and
synthetic fibre up to 150 C. and
glass fibre up to 350· C.
A new cyclone dust separator, the
Velocene, has al 0 been introduced

heating assembly of acc~ptable app_arance and minimum wei~ht over
This is parthe occu9ant or 9roce
ticularly applicable to t!~~ semiindustrial use.
Frengerstrip is a sin~le installation
reducing pipework and valves to a
minimum and without movin~ parts
requiring maintenance. It is adaptable
in width and length to varied heat
requirements.
A pipe grid has 3" stretcher tubes
welded into I t" headers, and is crossbraced at intervals with channel section
which serve to locate the
tretcher tube and 9rovide hanger
points.
Tho grid is fitted with
aluminium panels rolled with shaped
contact flane-es held to the tubes with
The outer panels
spring steel clips.
have deep box-section edges which retain and enclose the aluminium-faced
insulation mat backing the e-rid.

by the Ga Cleaning Division of Keith
Blackman Ltd. to give high efficiency
separation of the dusts. The cyclone
can be used by it elf; as a secondtage separator after a standard centrifugal settler; Or as a pre-collector
before a bag filter or wet scrubber.
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IRISH PLUMBING
& HEATING

ENGINEER
A REMINDER·.
Readers will shortlv be getting
through the post their Annual
SUbscription Renewal Forms.
The annual subscription is 25
shillings (post free), whfch represents no increase in price.
Readers' co-operation is asked for
in the prompt return of their forms
and this will be very much appreciated.

** *

FRENGER STRIP radiant strip heating supplied and installed at G. & T. CRAMPTON LTD. for G. LARCHET
Consulting Engineer
129 Rathgar Road, Dublin.

Dublin
975502

by FRENGER CEILINGS LTD.
G.3 Balfour Annue,
Ormeau Road, Belfast, 7.

Telephone: 680691-7; 680683

Belfast
21887

THE IRISH PLUMBING AND
HEATING ENGINEER is the
only publication produced in
Ireland catering exclusively for (.he
heating, plumbing and ventilation
industries with a
guaranteed
circulation covering the Republic
of Ireland and Northern Ireland
every month.

Telegrams: "Foundation," Dublin
Directors:
J. McClintock
J. S. East
S. H. Seymour, B.Comm., A.C.A.
S. Clark, A.I.Q.S.
Chairman:
G H. C. Crampton, BAI., M.I.C.E.1.
Joint Managing Directors:
G. C. Crampton, B.A.I.
Ivan Webb

SHELBOURNE ROAD,
BAllSBRIDGE,
DUBLIN, 4.
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YOKES BERGEN GENSPRING

GENFLEX
BELLOWS EXPANSION JOINTS

I

absorb pipework movement in all three planes
Movement, expansion ani contraction caused by temperature changes
can cause trouble in any piping system. Gentlex expansion joints
are the simplest and most economical method of absorbing thermal
movement in all planes. They are easily installed, need no maintenance and can be used in a variety of applications.

The

BER(jEN
System
The only complete integrated syster.~ of pipe
supports. Vokes Bergen
Genspring Ltd. manufacture a comprehensive
range of support hangers
which can be supplied
as standard component
assemblies or tailor-made
to special requirements.
Parts can be compiled
and ordered by tabulalation, using simple code
marks.

Construction
Standard Genflex joints are manufactured from stabilized stainless
steel in circular section with a longitudinal butt weld and are available
in sizes from I f' to 120" nominal
bore, and in rectangular section in
any dimension up to maximum practical shipping size.

--_.........

[ ~II('ROWIR~;
MICRODI. C

An edge filter for all chemical fluids. The
filter element consists of a stack of discs
keyed to a centre spindle and separated
by spacers. The narrow slots thus produced
can be varied at manufacture from .0015
In. (.040 mm). Further sizes range from
I" b.s.p. to large standard flanged connections. Cleaning Is carried out without
interruption of flow by one complete turn
of a handle on top of the tllter.

For the filtration of water, aqueous solutions, process water. circuit water, coollng
water. etc. The filter element-an accurately spaced wire hellx wound on to a
precision machined former-ean be varied
at manufacture to give Interstices between
.003 In. and .010 In. (.076 and .203 mm).
Capacities range from 14.000 to 260.000
g.p.h. Back flush cleaning Is carried out
entirely automatically without Interruption of flow. A secondary Mlcrodlsc filter
can be fitted. If required. for recovery of
I the llquld used for back flushing.

Full technical Information avallable on request.

THE

_

LEINSTER ~~@~~~~[ffi~~@

CO. LTD.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
1.;8-11)1) CIIURCII STR~;ET. DUBMN, 7. 'PIIONE 777093/-t. SO....; A<;ENTS "'OR VOKES AIR.
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I\NI) VOK";S RERGEN OE:-ISPRINO SUSPENSION SYST~;I\1S.
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Rubery and Owen stage a Dublin
reception,
display
UNIDARE Ltd., Finglas, Dublin,
have made a successful take-over bid
for Oerlikon (Electrodes) Ltd., of
UNIDARE
Cow I e y, Sussex.
TAKE OVER
The take-over was
OERLIKON
outlined at a reception in the Intercontinental Hotel,
Dublin late thi month. Mr. P. H.
Greer,' managing director of Unidare
and chairman of the new company,
told the guest, who included the
Minister for Industry and Commerce,
Dr. Hillery, and the secretary of his
Department, Mr. J. C. B. MacCarthy,
that now for the first time a complete
range of modern and technologically
advanced arc welding electrodes wOl... d
be 9roduced and marketed entirely in
Ireland.
He aid their action in taking over
the Briti h company was because

UBERY OWEN and Co. Ltd. this month staged a successful display of
heating equipment and sanitary ware in Dublin at the Building Centre.
At the display there was also an informal cocktail party which was well
attended. Our picture shows (from left): Messrs. L. F. ICole, Assistant Export
Manager; L. Friedman, Export Ma~ager, Domestic Equipment Division of Owen;
W. D. Hannah, Technical Director of Rubery Owen; H. G. Kendrick, Sales
Promotion Manager; K. W. Talbot, and E. C. Rollinson, Director of Exports,
Owen.

R

when Unidare entered the electrode
field, they did so to save an existing
small Irish industry which was finding the going too hard and which without assistance was about to close its
doors. The take-over had not only
kept this industry alive but had turned
it into a orofitable one which had
been able to show some small success
in the export field.
They had taken
an 80 !ler cent. shareholding in Oer-

likon's British operation and were
building a new factory in Finglas
where they would manufacture not
only for the Irish market but for
Britain as well.
When the new factory was completed, it would give employment to
200 workers.
Mr. Robert Lake Lakner, managing director of the new company, also
spoke.

LIGHT OIL BURNERS
CA T IRON SECTIONAL BOILER

Clyde Fuel Systems manufacture a w!de
range of light oil burners for convertmg
boilers from solid fuel. IIIustr~ted is
model 'Junior' which can be easIly and
qUiCkly installed.

You can now take advantage of
six service branches in Ireland.
Another addition to the extensive
after sales network throughout
Ireland.

CLYDE FUEL SYSTEMS LTD.
80 Holywood Road, Belfast. Tel.: Belfast 65365/6.
Branch at Londonderry.
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965

I

Clyde uT ASSO" cast - iron sectional
boilers are available for solid fuel, oil.
or mechanical stoker firing with operating efflciencies of approximately 80%.
Suitable for central heating and hot
water systems with ratings from 60,000
to 2,575,000 B.T.U.'s per hour.

CLYDE FUEL SYSTEMS (IRELAND) LTD.
6 Mount Crescent, Dublin. Tel.: Dublin 66489.
Branches at Cork, Limerick and Longford.
Thirty-nine
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4,800 Million BTU
This figure is the total capacity of the boilers manufactured by D.S.V.
in the last twelve months.

. . . 4,800 MILLIONS
This figure speaks for itself-and shows the confidence our customers
have in us.

. . . 4,800 MILLIONS
This figure at the same time indicates our practical experience which
D.S.V. customers enjoy.

. . . 4,800 MILLIONS
This figure confirms what specialists are saying.

D.S.V.-THE BOILER WITHOUT PROBLEMS

D.S.V.

STEEL-PLATE

BOILER

FOR:

HOT WATER
HIGH TEMP: HOT WATER
LOW PRESSURE STEAM
HIGH PRESSURE STEAM

Other Products:
OILBURNERS
POWER INJECTORS
TRIMIX VALVES
CIRCULATING PUMPS
RADIATORS, etc.

AjS DANSK STOKER & VARMEKEDEL KOMPACNI
Denmark:
4, Landgreven
Copenhagen K
Phone MI 2070
Cables: Lynfyr
Telex: 5167

Forty
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol5/iss8/1
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Eire:
38, Pearse Street
Dublin 2
Phone 72104
Cables: Lynfyr Dublin

England:
Oil-Age Boiler Co. Ltd.
46, Victoria Street
London, S.W.l
Phone ABB 5103
Cables: Oilagbo London S.W.I.
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IRELAND
REPRESENTED
AT OLYMPIA,
EXHIBITION
THE Building Exhibition opened
this month at Olvmoia and Ireland is well reoresented - at the twoweek show, no~ in progre s.
Home manufactu.rers in the heating equipment field are among the
featured exhibits on the Coras Trachtala stand.
Sanitary ware is also
featured on the CTT stand, which displays the products of 17 Irish firm
on a 2,000 sq. ft. stand.
And now we look at some of the
news making equipment on show
at the exhibition:
B.S.A. HARFORD Heating Ltd. will
be exhibiting their wide range of
central heating products.
The highlight of the stand is the new
range of Hotspur Mk. 3 boilers, which
has been considera bly redesigned and
features an attractive new casing constructed from a heavier gauge of metal
than used in previous models.
The new "Barnet" half-inch slimline valve, available in brass or polished chrome and of either angled or
straight design, is now on view, and
the Torridheet burner is also shown,
both as a separate item and as a unit
incorporated into a Hotspur boiler.
Among the exhibits are several
of tbJe B.S.A. Harford range of
variable-head circulators and a wide
range of radiators.

* * *

LOW-COST luxury bathrooms are
the theme of Shires' stand, which
was designed by indu trial designer,
Colin Cheetham, F.R.S.A., L.I.S.A.
All Shires bath displayed here are in
"Perspex." With their Naiad and
Robin ranges Shires offer a total
of 76 different "Perspex" baths,
the
customer
low-cost
giving
luxury and bringing the trade the
advantages of lightnes. Baths in the
material are also colour-fa t.
Matching vitreous china wash
ba ins, toilets and bidet from Shires
Naiad and Heathcote range are being
shown with the baths to complete the
bathroom displays
On show for the fir t time is the
Shires concealed cistern, Slymlynx;

November, 1965.

THE EXHIBITIONS
We continue here the IPHE Programme for the
coverage of the major overseas exhibitions.
NOWThe Building Exhibition from Nov. 17 to Dec. 1.
new thermoplastic high and low level
Puma cistern; dual flush siphon Kingfisher Twinflo. The Slymlynx on display may be operated by both hand
and foot remote flushing controls, but
a lever mechanism is available.

** *

Many up-to-date applications of
Breon PVC designed for the
building industry are being shown by
The stand is
British Geon Limited.

divided into two parts. One part is
devoted to displays showing the ways
in which the building industry uses
Breon, including structural applications, soil pipes and rainwater goods,
wall coverings and flooring.
The other part of the stand is a
representation of a house showing
new developments of British Geon's
materials.
The stand was designed
by E. Charles Gardiner, F.S.I.A.

* * *

THE VALaR Company displays on
three stands.
On Stand 421, the
Company is showing the products of
its water fittings and stamping division, manufactur1ed by Valor Partridge Ltd. and Valor Lawley Ltd. A
full range of water fittings is being
shown, including the new luxury Astor
Taps and new designs of high neck
pillars and general plumbers' brass
foundry.
Two stands, 446 and 457, form
the Valor Cisterns Ltd. display, which
feature the all-plastics construction of
their products.
FoW" new products
ABOVE - This counter-top washare shown with the present wide
basin is from Twyfords Ltd.
(See
range of goods.
report).
The President Luxury Bath is available in white and in the four standBELOW-The new Redfyre CentraThe Poly Trap
matic 80 which has an output of ard B.S. colours.
domestic waste pipe is guaranteed for
80,000 B.t.u./h.
life.
Th~ new Ducta cistern, for confined
duct work, is claimed to be the narrowest cistern produced in Britain and
operates by remote control, hand or
foot. The Water Myser Urinal is designed to save more than 50 per cent
of the water used by con~entionai
methods.
Other new additions to the Valor
Oisterns range include the Oy ter
wash basin, a range of shower trays
and the Repeata Trough Cistern
which has a continuous f1ushin~
tr<mgh and non-corroding internal
cistern fittings.
On exhibition for the first time is
the V.B.G: soil and waste pir;~s
s~st.em. ThiS comprehensive range of
plpmg f?r the bu.~lding and plumbing
m~rket IS also bemg marketed jointly
with BX Plastics Limited and Grahamston Plastics Limited.

Continued overleaf
Forty-one
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THE EXHIBITIONS

trom previous page

We continue here the IPHE Programme for the
coverage o·f the major overseas exhibitions.
NOWThe Building Exhibition from Nov. 17 to Dec. 1.
APPLIANCES, both instantaneous Monaco gas fire, fully connected and
Their gas-fired
and storage, chosen to demonstrate actually working.
their suitability for use in one, two boiler, the G.50 SB (50,000 B.t.u./hr.),
and multi-storey housing, whether new is also under fire and connected to a
Or existing, are shown by Ascot Gas selection of Diamond and Glow-line
Water Heaters Ltd.
Newest model steel panel radiators and skirting heatin the company's comprehensive range ers.
This boiler incorporates the
is the G8l5 series balanced flue famous Sunrod heat exchanger surface
multipoint which provides a whole and is available with a choice of conhouse service to bath, washbasin and trols, as a top Rue or balanced flue
kitchen sink. Designed to simplify model and as a complete small bore
packaged unit.
installation problems, the G815/2 i
The Monaco gas fire is featured
intended primarily for mains water
supply, and the G8l5/3 for low press- again with the Garnet gas convector
heater as a "packaged pair," with
ure supply.
Specifically designed for use with matching teak facini and frame. The
the SE-Duct method of fltreing in high Monaco provides radiant and conbuildings is the slim Ascot 727 in- vected heat and can be fitted into a
stantaneous multipoint, also providing fireplace, al:ainst a wall or mounted
on a wall.
a whole house service.
Glow-Worm manufacture a wide
The Ascot G810/2 and G710/2
conventionally flue multipoint gas range of solid fuel and oil-fired apwater heaters and the G611/4, a com- pliances and many of these are repact unit fitting in a small space, presented.
designed primarily to serve the bathHI-VEE Heating Limited of Carroom at low capital and running costs,
penders Park, Watford, announce the
will be on view.
introduction of a unique ductless
warm air unit, the Hi-Vee Eighteen,
TWO CENTRAL heating systems,
at the Exhibition. This unit is deboth under fire, and a new design
signed to be built into room dividing
underfloor draught open fire, are being
walls, and requires no duct Or inshown by Baxi, Bamber Bridge,
The
stallation structure whatsoever.
Preston, Lancs.
unit operates on the indirect radiator
The central heating systems .are:
system principle, thereby pr oviding
Baxi-Gas, a gas-fired, warm air, thermodern warm air and all domestic hot
mostatically controlled central heating water.
unit with a capacity of 30,000
B.t.u./hr.; and the company's small
bore central heating system operated
from one of their continuous burning
open fires and a back boiler.
The new design of underRoor
draught open fire is named the" Panoramic." It can be installed as a freestanding unit, or inset. The feature
of the Panoramic is the canopy, which
will be available in two styles, short
Or long, in hammer finish copper or
stainless steel.
Other products on the Baxi stand
will include the Burnall underRoor
draught open fire; the various methods
of ash dispOsal-deep ashpit, outside
aShbox and Rotary a hbox-and three
types of back boiler.

* * *

* * *

** *

GLOW-WORM Limited are diplaying their newest introduction, the

Forty-two
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•
The B.S.A. Harford New Super
Opiomatic variable head circulating
pump which otTers a wide range of
performance.

A BLG LAUNCH into two new
central heating markets is planned by
Ideal-Standard at the Exhibition.
A
bid to capture a large share of the
warm-air market is to be made with
the introduction of the Selectaire 30,
a comparatively low-cost gas-fired unit
which gives full central heatinl: in 2/3
bedroom houses or selective heating
in larger property.
This is the first product in a large
range of warm-air unit which the
company plans to introduce within
the next few months.
Designed for durability (the heat
exchanger is in cast-iron) and quick
installation, the Selectaire 30 has an
output rating of 30,000 B.t.u.'s. The
unit is entirely works assembled and
is available for conventional flue, balanced flue or se-duct flue-in standard
and de luxe form.
Another product launch-of particular interest to heating engineers
and contractors-will be the Neotrim,
a continuou natural draught convector designed for a wide variety of
commercial and other building.
A
feature of the Neotrim is its high output per ft. length. Furthermore, this
high output is permanently ensured
through the use of box-shaped easyclean aluminium fins which resist
crushing and distortion. The fins are
bonded to copper or steel tube.
To demonstrate the ver atility of the
Ideal-Standard range across all-fuel
central heating ystem and the sanitary ware field, the Company's stand
is also featuring a wide variety of
new product, including radiators,
boilers and sanitary equipment.

* * *
A COMPREHENSIVE
election
from Twyfords' range of products
includes examples of sanitaryware for
every aspect of domestic, industrial
and public u e; for installation in
ho pitals,
schools
and
colleges,
hostels, universitie -in fact every type
of establishment to which the public
have free or limited access.
Items introduced for the first time:
the new "Classic" wa hbasin with
matching low-level w.c. uite; a new
heavy duty water clo et; a cornerfilling wa hbasin in two izes, and a
counter-top washbasin with matching
hand-rinse ba in, each with a marked
ontinental aspect.
The e two items, made oririnally for
installation in the Barbican cheme in
line with specification prepared by
Messrs. Chamberlin, Powell & Bon,
architects for the project, are now in
production and generally available.
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What's so special about the Chieftain?
Plenty. It is, for instance, exceptionally quiet in operation, cool running and most economical
in floor space. It ranks as an outstanding 3-pass, oil-fired boiler. It is fully automatic with
optional superheaters. It offers excellent internal accessibility. And that's not all. Dominating
other important advantages is its performance-rated at 85% gross c.v. efficiency. Small
wonder, then. that demand runs high for the Chieftain-the finest boiler of its type available
in Europe today. Write now for details to Cochran & Co. Annan Limited, Newbie Works,
Annan. Dumfriesshire. Scotland. Tel lAnnan 2111 or contact us in London (Tel: Abbey 4441) in
Glasgow (Tel: Central 4929).

enCHRAN'.CHIEFTAIN.BOILER
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1965
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Mr. H. J. Bambrick.

Whessoe appoint
general manager

MR.

Henry J. Bambrick, Director,
Whessoe (Ireland) Limited, has
been appointed General Manager of
the company.
Mr. Bambrick is a native of DUblin
and has for some years been a
director of Universal Fabricators
(Dublin) Limited, and Carthom

(1949) Limited. These companies pressure operated by a pneumatic or
are now members of the Whessoe hydraulic signel.
They are suitable
Group of engineering companies for use on Steam and High and Low
specialising in the production of Pressure Hot Water Service, Air
welded steel plate fabrications, tanks, Heating and old Water cooling appressure vessels, etc., for the petrol. plications.
eum, chemical, gas, power and build·
ing industries.
Incorporating ." B.S.PT. connections, they offer very close control
within a temperature range of 10 to
SINCE the recent introduction by 180°C. (50-356°F.) and are supplied
Midland Indu tries Ltd. of their new with thermostatic bulbs and capillarrange of tempera- ie for operation bands of 20°C~
ture control valve,
MIDLAND
, MINI'
a number of heating and cooling
VALVE
THE latest addition to the range of
applications have
valves, liaps, joints and fittings for
arisen for which the existing valves
plumbers and engineers manufactured
would not be suitable due to being
by Peglers Ltd. (Belmont Works, Do'ngrossly oversized.
caster)-the new Belmont thermostatic
The new MIL Mini-temperature radiator valve for hot water heating
control valve has been specially de- systems-is fully described in an illusveloped to accommodate very small trated A4 leaflet published by Peglers
flows on a variety of heating and cool- Ltd.
ing applications generally ~t with
on special purpOSe machines and processes and thus provide a more
THE recent completion of new
economical solution to this problem
laboratory
and office facilities fOr its
than the fitting of smaller valves and
Research and Development Division
seats to the existing sizes.
was announced thi month by Mr. R.
These valve are available as direct H. Morris, Managing Director, Crane
thermostat operated valve or can be Ltd.

//lllJI!IIIlYSfib ledJs

~l!JeW8Y ...
A NEW 500,000 Btu's OIL FIRED AIR HEATER
• 500,000 B.t.u./hr.
• Over 82 % efficiency.
• Outlet head included for vertical free-standing models.
• Horizontal or vertical models.
• Ducted models available.
• New high efficiency combustion hea1 gives permanently clean flame.
• Nozzle and flame position visible during operation-simple to adjust.
• Photo-electric burner control.
• Complete range of oil heaters now. HOjVO 100, 200, 300, 500.
CO 600, 800 1000.

J

Other products include Gas Fired Air Heaters (Vertical Horizontal); Gas Radiant
Heaters, Gas Fired Convector Heater, Electrostatic Air Cleaning Equipment and
Mechanical Dust Collectors.
Further details, data sheets, etc., available. Please write to:

HARRIS ENGINEERING CO. LTD.
KILLOWEN STREET, COLERAINE, NORTHERN IRELAND
Telephone COLERAINE 2315
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Orthodox Shape!
Smooth Bore Tubular construction.
Outlets can be turned through 220
A two-piece trap at a one-piec.e price.
Outlet on'S' trap turned to inlet forms
a through-bore bottle trap.
Frost and damage resisting.
Light weight = lower transportation costs.
0

•

Manufactured

Dy;-

THE DU BOIS COMPANY LIMITED
lS Britannia Street, London, W.C.1
Telephone No.: TERminus 6624-5.
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Telegraphic Address: "Bleitrap, London."
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Now: a new gas tired
warm air heater
the "Selectaire" 30 by
"Ideal-Standard"
Meet the "Selectaire" 30. A new,
easy-to-install gas fired warm air
heater. 30,000 Btu/h output
made by "Ideal-Standard". Made for
new homes. Offers a whole host of
outstanding features:- high
efficiency. Factory assembled for
speedy installation. Cast-iron heat
exchanger-stronger, longer-lasting.
Completely automatic-eontrolled
by room thermostat. For

conventional flue, balanced flue
or Se-duct application. Washable filter.
Stove enamelled jacket in Dresden
Blue finish. Choice of two modelsStandard or De-Luxe. De-Luxe
comes complete with time switch and
provi ion for summer ventilation.
For further information on the new
"Selectaire" 30 write to:Ideal-Standard Ltd., P.O. Box 60,
Hull, Yorks.

More new homes are warming
to "Selectaire" heating
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"Ideal· Standard" and "Selectaire" are trade marks of Ideal·Standard

Limited.

Visit our Stands Nos. 463 and 465 at the Building Exhibition.
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